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Regents Calvin Horn, Ann Jourdan and Henl"f Ja111millo meet the public in an open meeting to 
members for the search committee to replace President William E. "Bud" Davis •. Davis is leaving 
UNMJuly1. 
UNM Regents Meet To Consider 
Search Process for N evv President 
Laura Tolley 
The University of New Mexico's 
Board of Regents held a public 
meeting yesterday as their first step 
in the search for a new UNM 
president. 
Henry Jaramillo, board 
president, said, "We want to start 
off right." The meeting, he said, 
was for all those interested in the 
search. He invited all comments 
and observations of those at the 
meeting that were relative to the 
search. 
At a regents meeting March 15, 
Jaramillo said the regents will 
probably pick a 12-member search 
committee consisting of two 
regents, two vice presidents, two 
college deans, two faculty mem-
bers, two alumni and two students. 
Faculty members said at Wed-
nes.day's meeting they wanted more 
than two members representing the 
faculty on the search committee. 
"The faculty does represent the 
core of an education institution," 
said Professor Garrett W. 
Flickinger. 
Flickinger suggested increasing 
the faculty to four members on the 
search committee. 
Associate Professor Steven 
Kramer, representing the Faculty 
Representation Association, 
proposed an alternate formula for 
theJearch committee .. 
The formula consisted of two 
regents, two administrators, four 
faculty, one staff, three students 
and two alumni members. 
Kramer said the FRA also ad-
vocated that faculty members be 
selected by a direct faculty-wide 
election held March 30 or 31. 
Regent Colleen Maloof said the 
faculty election "makes sense to 
me," adding that the faculty would 
know which faculty members 
would be best to serve on the search 
committee. 
Faculty Senate President Dr. 
Richard Williams, said the Senate's 
Operations Committee also thought 
there should be more faculty 
members on the search committee. 
Williams recommended that 
there be two regents, two ad-
ministrators, four faculty, two 
student and two alumni on the 
search committee. " 
Williams added that the faculty 
members should be appointed and 
not elected because of the time 
element. 
Williams presented a list of 10 
faculty members that the committee 
recommended be considered for the 
search committee. . 
Graduate Student Association 
President Ellen Foppes said, "The 
GSA. requests one of two of the 
students · selected "represent the 
GSA." Foppes also offered her 
services to the search committee. 
President of the Student Bar 
Asscoiation Bruce Kline, agreed 
that one of the stllclents "should 
most certainly be a graduate 
student;'' 
President of the League of 
United Latin American Citizens, 
Alfonso Sandoval, said that SO 
percent of the search committee 
should consist of non-university 
members because of the impact that 
UNM had on all of New Mexico. 
Many faculty members at the 
meeting said that the search 
committee should not make a hasty 
decision in choosing a new 
president. Jaramillo earlier stated 
that a president would be picked by 
September. 
Jaramillo said, "Let's take as 
much time as we possibly need.'' 
After the meeting he said it would 
take at least six months to complete 
the search. 
An executive session will be held 
by the board after their regular 
meeting April 1 to discuss the 
search. He· said he was not sure 
exactly what the regents will discuss 
in the session. 
Thursday, Mar<:h 25, 1982 
ASUNM Senate Votes 
To Reinstate Senator 
Cathy Renfro 
ASUNM Sen. Eric Maddy was 
reinstated to the ASUNM Senate by 
a 7 to 6 vote with two senators 
abstaining when a motion, which 
censured Maddy March 10, was 
reconsidered Wednesday. 
"It's sad that I had to spend so 
much time to win something that I 
had not lost in the first place," 
Maddy said after the meeting. 
Sen. Karen Gallegos objected to 
reconsideration of the censure 
saying the Senate had thoroughly 
covered the issue at the March 10 
meeting. 
Speaking from the gallery, 
Maddy defended statements he had 
made at an Associated Students of 
New Mexico meeting in Las Cruces 
Feb. 26. 
At the March 10 Senate meeting 
Sen. Angela Silva made a motion 
calling for Maddy's censure. 
Wednesday Silva voted to 
reconsider the motion . 
According to Silva's complaint, 
Maddy's statements injured the 
reputation of certain ASUNM 
officials and members at the ASNM 
meeting. 
The March I issue of the Round 
Up, the New Mexico State 
University newspaper, quoted. 
Maddy as saying the Association 
made a wise move by removing 
ASUNM President Mike Austin as 
the ASNM director. 
Maddy said the quotes were 
accurate; however, he saicl he never 
identified himself as an ASUNM 
senator representing ASUNM. 
Maddy said the ASUNM law that 
prevents criticism violates the First 
Amendment freedom of speech 
clause of the U.S. Constitution. 
Austin spoke at the beginning of 
the meeting, saying he was not sure 
why Maddy had been censured, but 
that Maddy should have been given 
the privilege to speak. 
In other business of the last 
ASUNM Senate meeting for the 
1981-82 term, senators recognized 
ASUNM President Mike Austin, 
Vice President Bill Littlefield and 
Lobby Committee Chairman 
Michael Gall¢gos for their service 
to UNM students. 
Austin and Littlefield were each 
presented a plaque and a framed 
resolution that made Wednesday 
Mike Austin and Bill Littlefield 
Day. 
A plaque and a framed resolution 
were also presented to Gallegos 
congratulating his efforts in 
supporting student issues during the 
state legislative session. 
Fraternity Surpasses GP A 
Of Other UndergradUJltes 
Kathy Erekson 
Only one of eight campus 
fraternities surpassed the University 
of New Mexico's undergraduate 
men's cumulative grade point 
average of 2.365 for spring and fall 
of 1981. 
the Lamda Chi Alpha frater-
nity's overall cumulative GPA for 
the period was 2.40. The frater-
nity's 30 active members collec-
tively achieved a 2.56 GP A and its 
12 pledges finished the period with 
a GPA of2.00. 
Assistant Dean of Students and 
Fraternity Advisor Gary Golden 
said three of the active Lamda Chi 
Alpha members achieved 4.00 
GPAs, while three other actives and 
four pledges failed to meet the 
chapter's 2.0 requirement.-
Statistics for the period indicate 
that half of the fraternity's active 
cumulative GPA's were above the 
undergraduate men's cumulative 
GPA. They were: Lamda Chi 
Alpha, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 
Alpha Tau Omega and Sigma Phi 
Epsilon fraternities. 
Statistics show that none of the 
campus' fraternity pledges met the 
2.365 general campus un-
dergraduate men's GPA during 
1981. Only the pleges at Pi Kappa 
Alpha; however, surpassed the 
cumulative GPA's of their active 
members. They also accumulated a 
higher GPA than that fraternity's 
overall cumulative GPA for 1981. 
Statistics also indicate that 63 
percent of all the campus frater-
nities surpassed the 1981 fraternity 
overall cumulative GPA of 2.12. 
The Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
fraternity achieved the second-
highest overall cumulative GPA 
with a 2.35. Its actives accumulated 
continued on page 3 
GSA President Seeks Support for Revised Funding Budget 
Robert Rumson 
Graduate Student Association 
President Ellen Foppes met with 
GSA councilors this week to urge 
support for a revised budget 
proposal which hikes the salary for 
president and cuts funding for 
campos organizations, a councilor 
said. 
GSA councilor Maria Mound 
said she and a handful of .other 
councilors were invited to a meeting 
Monday at which Foppes asked 
support for a budget that would 
raise next year's salary for president 
front $3890 to $4400 and cut $5095 
from the $23,668 funding level for 
carnpos organizations reeorn· 
mended by the . GSA Finance 
Committee. 
The Finance Committee made its 
recommendations on how to spend 
the $77,143 it anticipates will be 
collected from graduate student 
fees for 1982·83 two weeks ago. 
Foppes, who returned to campus 
this week after two months of 
substitute teaching at Idaho State 
University, denied having .bet own 
budget proposal and refused 
comment on any Of the alleged 
proposals. 
Foppes beld another meeting 
with dSA> councilors Wednesday 
from which she barred a finance 
committee member, the Student 
Bar Association president and a 
New Mexico Daily Lobo reporter. 
Finance committee mernber 
. . .. ,. --~-~~ ~---~--·"" 
Dolph Barnhouse said he beiieves 
Foppes violated the New Mexico 
Open Meetings Act in barring him 
from the meeting and said he will 
file a complaint with the New 
Mexico Attorney General. 
At Monday's meeting, Mound 
said, Foppes asked that funding be 
eliminated for the Graduate 
Association of Business Students~ 
which the finance committee 
recommended for $1500; the 
Women's Law Caucus, recom· 
mended for $500; the Student 
Association of Planners, recom· 
mended .for $210; and the American 
Nuclear Society, recommended for 
$210. 
Foppes also asked for cuts in the 
,recomft.leQd~d . f.un.d.ing •• (qr, . !he 
Mexican American Law School 
Association, from $1800 to $500; 
the American lndiall Law School 
Association, from $800 to $250; the 
Student Otganization of Latin 
American Studies, from $400 to 
$50; the Law Student Civil Rights 
Research Council, from $400 to 
$75; and law school fraternity Delta 
Theta Phi, from $270 to $120, 
Mound said. 
The money cut from 
organizational budgets would be 
funneled into the Special Ideas 
Committee from which 
organizations could request fun• 
ding next year, Mound said. 
F'oppes' alleged proposal to raise 
the president's salary 13 percent 
continued on page 3 Ellen Foppe,s 
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WorJdNews by United Press International 
Military Junta Attempts To Clamp Controls on Guatemala 
GUATEMALA CITY 
Guatemala's new military junta, 
moving swiftly to clamp controls on 
the country, suspended the con-
stitution, banned all political ac-
tivity, dissolved congress and 
purged three top-opposition 
generals Wednesday, 
Life in the streets of the 
Guatemalan capital returned to 
normal less than 24 hours after 
hundreds of army troops backed by 
tanks, planes and helicopters seized 
the National Palace and key 
government buildings, forcing the 
president's surr.cnder. 
within the farce," said Luis Car-
doza y Aragon of tlte Guatemala 
Patriotic Unity Committee in 
Mexico, which represents the 
guerrillas. He said Rios was "just 
another gorilla." 
The fate of Garcia, who was led 
away from the National Palace in a 
convoy of vehicles after surrending 
to coup leaders, was unknown, 
There were unconfirmed reports he 
had been flown to Bolivia or had 
been taken under arrest to a remote 
northern farm in Guatemala's Alta 
Verapaz province, 
"We haven't heard a thing about 
him since he left the National 
Palace at 4:15 yesterday af-
ternoon," said a U.S. Embassy 
spokesman. 
The army issued a three-page 
commuoque detailing the junta's 
decrees to assume all the powers of 
the state. 
"The constitution's power is 
suspended for the time that the 
situation of the country demands 
it," the statement said. 
The junta also said it dissolved 
the Congress and would assume 
legislative powers, banned all 
political parties and would respect 
all international treaties, · 
Gen. Efrain Rjos Montt, 56, who 
overthrew President Gen, Romeo 
Lucus Garcia in a bold midday 
military takeover Tuesd11y, also 
said only officers had been named 
to his junta because he did not want 
"politicians" i11 government. He 
said the three-man junta would 
have a six-•11an advisory board, all 
officers. 
The junta announced tlte arrest 
11nd firing of Gen. Rene Quinteras, 
head of the armed forces garrison 
h! Quctzaltenango province; Gen, 
Herman Chupina, former director 
of the National Police and Gen. 
Carlos Morales Villatoro, former 
commander of the Guatemalan Air 
Force, 
Begin Admits Elections Inevitable 
"This farce is another farce 
The Student Health Center 
has Dr. Gherardi, a Cons~tltant Dentist, 
available for cmcrgcncv treatment ancl consultation on dental 
pmblcms. Call 277-:H:JG for tlf)!l(}inhncnts and information, 
You are cordially Invited to an 
fe•turlns works by nine II>QI•nluns 
In various media,. with an Imported collection 
7 pin FRIDAY, MARCH 26 
An tvtning tsptelolly lor UNM Studtnts and Fccu/ty 
i't11'fi 
"1 f,tr ~ 
"~ :5.!:' l'l llfrwhmlntl ~ti~ $ 
PRIDE OF THE 1'1\ST SHOPPE 
2212 CENTRAL at UNM 
JERUSALEM- Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin said Wednesday 
new elections, possibly in 
November, were inevitable. 
Israel radio quoted Begin in the 
Knesset as saying new elections 
could not be avoided following 
Tuesday's tied no-confidence vote 
in parliament that brought the 68-
ycar-old leader to the brink of 
resignation. 
Though under law a tie con-
stitutes a victory for Begin's 
coalition, the prime minister 
considered the vote a personal 
defeat and told his Cabinet he 
wanted to resign. 
13ut his government ministers 
voted 12·6 against his decision, and 
Begin "accepted the verdict," 
according to Cabinet Secretary 
A rye Naor. 
Defense Minister Ariel Sharon 
and Foreign Minister Yitzhak 
Shamir were among the dozen 
ministers who urged Begin to stay 
on, partly because his resignation 
m•er motions stemming from unrest 
in the West Bank and the Golan 
Heights could affect Wednesday's 
U.N. Security Council debate on 
CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE 
THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UNM 
Popejoy Ball 
PRESENT 
You haven't really lived until 
you've seen it live! 
The Broadway Mt~asl•cal 
Special To UNM Students 
Tuesday, April20 · 8:15PM- ~Price- $10, $9, $7 
Wednesday, April21- 3:00PM· Balcony Only- $7, $5.50 
LIMIT 2 PER I. D. 
Hurry! Offer Expires March 27 ·Hurry! 
Telephone 277-3121 
the situation in the occupied Arab 
territories. 
After 4 I /2 years in power, 
13egin's governing Likud Bloc won 
re-election June 30, out polling the 
major opposition Labor Party to 
give Likud a one seat majority in 
the 120-member parliament. 
Despite the support of his 
Cabinet, Begin still lacks a solid 
enough ba:se in pa.rliament to assure 
passage of legislation, as Wed-
nesday's proceedings in parliament 
amply demonstrated. 
Amid pandemonium and 
repeated protests from opposition 
benches, the coalition took ad-
vantage of the absence of a defector 
to the opposition to push through 
an interim budget by a 57-2 vote, 
The oppositiort Labor party 
boycotted the vote. 
Tuesday's was the sixth no-
confidence motion against the 
government in eight months. 
"I think the month of November 
is a s;~tisf;~ctory date after the 
(Jewish high) holidays," the 
newspaper Yedioth Ahronolh 
quoted Begin as telling the Cabinet 
at Tuesday night's dr;~matic 
meeting, 
Haim J<ubersky, director-general 
of the Interior Ministry, said his 
ministry would need at least four 
months to complete preparations 
for new balloting, partly because of 
a two-month strike by government 
computer workers. 
The newspaper Ma'ariv quoted 
Jus lice Minister Moshe Nissim as 
saying if the coalition does not 
attract new supporters after the 
April 25 withdrawal from Sinai, 
"The government will not be able 
to function and new elections are 
inevitable." 
Brezhnev Offers To Renew 
Border Talks with China 
MOSCOW - Soviet President 
Leonid Brezhnev called on ·China 
Wednesday to bridge the gap that 
has separated the rival Communist 
nations for more than 20 years and 
offered to renew negotiations over 
their disputed border. 
"We are ready to come to ter-
ms," Brczhnev said, spelling out 
what appeared to be a new initiative 
to take advantage of tensions 
between the United States and 
China over Taiwan. 
Speaking in Tashkent in Central 
Asia, Brezhnev said that unlike the 
United States, "We have never 
supported and do not support now 
in any form the S<Halled two-China 
concept." 
He said the Soviet Union poses 
no threat to China despite the 
thousands of troops .along their 
common border where there has 
been occasional fighting. 
"We have not had and do not 
have any territorial claims on the 
PRC (People's Republic of China), 
and we are ready at any moment to 
continue talks on existing border 
questioi'IS," he said. . .. ~ 
Chinese officials in Peking have 
been quoted as saying such contacts 
would not be rejected. 
Brezhnev also reassured Chinese 
leaders at a time of reported in-
ternal strife that the Soviet Union 
will keep out of its neighbor's 
internal affairs. 
"We did not deny and do not 
deny now the existence of a socialist 
system in China," he said. 
"Although Peking's function with 
the policy of imperialists in the 
world arena contradicts, of course, 
the interests of socialism." 
The bulk of his comments 
reflected a friendly attitude that 
contrasted with a previous 
statement about China in February 
1981. 
Now, the Soviet preisdent said, 
the Soviet Union is ready to im-
prove "economic, scientific, 
cultural as well as political 
relations," without threatening 
third parties . 
Daily Lobo Editor 
Selection Dates Set 
The UNM Student PublicationH Bom•d is now ~~·ek­
ing applicants for 1982-83 Daill' /,nbo editor 
• Applications .:re now avail~hle in the siudent 
Publication Business Oftice, Manon Hall, Room 131. 
Applications must be returned hy 12 noon, Wed" 
nesday, March 31 to the Student Puhliealions 
Business Office, Marron Hall. Room 181. 
• The UNM Student Publications Board wi II nwet to 
interview the candidates noon Satm·da.v. April 3, 
place to be announced. 
• Th~ 1982-83 Editor will be selected Friday, April 
9, t1me and place to be announced. 
• The new Editor and staff will assume their posi-
tions Monday, April 19, 1982 with 12 issues of 
publication remaining this semester. 
I 
I : 
' . I 
-Fraternity;..__~--------
continued from pag&1 
a 2 .. 40 Md. its pledges, a 2.10 GPA 
for 1981. 
In third place for the period, the 
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity had an 
overall cumulative GPAof2.:;!4.Its 
actives collectively scored 2.44 Md 
the pleges recorded a 1.90 GPA. 
Golden sai.d the University does 
not impose minimum gr.ade point 
requir.ements for fraternity 
membership. He said the frater-
nities determine their academic 
standard internally, ''Each 
fraternity member," he said, "is, 
of course, obligated to comply with 
his college's requirerrumts." 
Each chartered fraternity at 
UNM, he said, requires its pledges 
to achieve at least a 2.0 GPA during 
their semester-long pledgeship 
before initiation, 
Golden said pledges who do not 
meet their fraternity's grade 
standards are allowed two 
semesters to satisfy minimum grade 
requirements. If a pledge fails to 
meet his grade requirel)lents after 
two semesters, Golden said, he is 
released from the chapter. 
Statistics for other campus 
fraternites during 1981 indicated 
that theSigm'a Phi Epsilon.'s overall 
cumulative GPA was 2.20; actives, 
2.38 and pledges, 1.77. 
lhe Sigma Chi's totaled a 2.20 
overall cumulative GPA; its actives, 
2,29 and its pledges, 2.00. 
The Phi Gamma Delta fraternity 
had an overall GPA .of 2.10; ac-
tives, 2,27 and pledges, I. 70, 
Pi Kappa Alpha's overall GPA 
for the period was 2.00; actives, 
1.97 and pledges, 2.04. 
lhe Kappa Sigma fraternity 
accumulated. an overall GPA of 
2,00; actives, 2,26 and pledges, a 
GPA of 1.70 during 1981. 
Golden said the cumulative 
overall GP As are traditionally 
lower during the fall semester 
because of the higher number of 
pledges ~nd the tYpically difficult 
adjustment that new freshman 
experience. 
Statistics for the spring Md fall 
semesters did. not support Golden's 
statement, however, as UNM's 
collective fraternities' overall 
cumulative GPA for the 1981 
spring semester was 2.05, while 
their overall cumulative GPA for 
the fall of that year rose to 2.1 9. 
UNM's collective fraternities' 
overall cumulative GPA for the 
1981 spring semester was 2,05, 
while their overall cumulative GPA 
for the fall of I hat year rose to 2.19, 
UNM fraternity actives' 
cumulative GPA for the same 
period indicated that actives rose 
from 2.18 in the spring to 2.35 in 
the fall. 
UNM fraternity pledges' 
cumulative GPA during 1981 also 
improved from 1.84 during the 
spring semester to 1 .. 90 during the 
fall. 
Golden said each fraternity 
member is required to sign a grade-
release fonn which makes all 
members' grades available to the 
University. 
. He said the public nature of the 
grade system within the fraternities 
fosters constructive com-
petitiveness, and said the system 
accomodates grade con-
scientiousness and chapter 
leadership. 
-GSA~: ------------------
continu&d from ptiRB 1 
runs contrary to the finance 
committee members recom-
mendation to cut ,the president's 
salary from $325 to $240 a month. 
Foppes, whose term expires in 
May, would not say whether she 
plans to run for another term. 
Committee members say they 
suspect that the alleged cuts may be 
politically motivated since the bulk 
of the cuts come from student 
orgMizations from the departments 
committee members represent. 
Barnhouse is a student at the law 
school - whose five organizations 
were slated for cuts in Foppes' 
alleged budget, 
Committee member Bob 
VonPentz is a student at the 
Anderson School of MMagement 
whose only student 
orgMization, GABS, is entirely cut 
from funding in the alleged budget. 
The other active finance com-
mittee member, Righard Holden, is 
a student in the economics 
department which has no funded 
student organizations. • 
"I would hate to think that it ls 
politically motivated, but I don't 
know what else to think about it,'' 
Barnhouse said. 
Committee members said they 
had recolllll,lended the salary cut in 
Behavior Project 
To Help ~mokers 
~Kick the Habit' 
Two University of 'New Mexico 
psychology professors will be 
conducting a research Md treat-
ment project on kicking the 
smoking habit, 
~ Professors Michael Dougher and 
Williant Gordon have devised a 
ptogram using behavioral 
techniques to attack the urge to 
smoke. 
Those who wish to participate in 
the project, which begins April 1, 
will pay a $35 fee, $25 refundable If 
subjects attend all sessions. 
The program consists of five 
consecutive one-hour sessions on 
weeknights, followed by one hourly 
session per week for four Weeks. In 
all, subjects must attend nine 
sessions. 
Persons wishing to pilrtici!laie in 
the project can contact the UNM · 
!ISYchOlogy department during, 
business hours to register. 
Phone numbers at the 
!ISychology department (or more 
information ate 277-4121, 277·:3:!05 
and 277-3425, 
response to the GSA Council's vote 
of confidence for Foppes in March. 
They said the vote for the out-of-
town president showed that the 
Council was satisfied with a part-
time job. 
GSA councilor DM Lester, who 
attended the Wednesday meeting, 
said the cuts are not politicaUy 
motivated, but instead represent the 
dissatisfaction of several councilors 
with the finance committee!s 
budget, He said the organizations 
rec.ommended for cuts are those 
that are not open to all graduate 
students. 
"Some people think that only 
orgMizations that serve all grad 
studellts should be funded," Lester 
said, 
Finance committee members say 
they were not invited to attend the 
meetings.with Foppes, Md member 
Bob VonPentz said he is "ap-
palled" that Foppes didn't consult 
with the committee about her 
apparent dissatisfaction with its 
recommendations. 
F oppes is the chairman of the 
finance committee but did not 
participate in the drawing up of the 
committee budget proposal or· 
attend any· of the committee 
meetings this semester. ' 
Committee member Richard 
Holden said the budget recom-
mendation submitted by the 
committee was fair and that since 
Foppes was not involved in the 
committee hearing, she should not 
be making budget recom-
mendations. 
"It's intrinsically unfair for her 
to make judgements about the 
budgets without having listened to 
the people who came in with budget 
requests," he said. 
Mound, who didn't attend the 
second meeting, said changes in the 
constitution should be made to 
keep politics out of the budgeting 
process, 
"We need some guidelines," she 
said. "The problem, of course, is 
that personal interest gets in· 
volved." 
Organizations may appeal their 
funding recommendations at the 
budget appeal meeting Thursday at 
7 p.m. in room 230 of the SUB. 
Councilors are scheduled to vote on 
the budget at the Council's 
Saturday meeting. · 
Class , 
Ad 
Dead-
line 
lii.~th ;\.rrru 
l·:u·r~ d01~! 
:\l.arnu-rll:.ll 
(lrrtttn''ll Hir1lt1{!,y 
& )mrrJktiV.ml l. 
·lf••m• 1:~1 ,, •• 
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General Stores 
111 Harvard SE 
(across from UNM) 
8117 Meaa .. NE 4e3 Cordova Rd. Weet 
Santa Fe 
Nomtc Sld,Ssde. 
Sale Now In Progress! 
Big reductions off 
existing sale prices. 
This week only! 
Best Bargains: 
Powderhorn Down Parkas 
50% off 
Name brand Vests and Parkas 
40% off 
TRAK ATS Metal edged ski 
40% off 
TRAK Tremblant No-wax ski 
Rossignol Rondonee Metal edged 
ski 
Rental skiis: were sale priced at 
Rental Boots were sale priced at 
Altra Kits 30%-50% Off 
& RIVERS 
2320 CENTRAL S.E. =:. ... 
211-4171, Ma.Fri1N, s.t 
Reg. $150-160 
Now $75-80 
Reg. $65·131 
Now $39-79 
Reg. $140 
Now$84 
Reg. $110 
Now$69 
Reg.$140 
Now$90 
$35-59 
Now $20·45 
$19·38 
Now $10·28 
Albuquerque, New ..... 17101 
All sessiQns will ,be held at the 
psychology departmeut on the 
UNMcampus. 
-Tenderly proceSsed with: llv~ctdttu'es and all naturallngredieniS by a division of Price's Valley Gold Dalrl~s. Int. 
~. 
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Forum 
LONDON- By the time President ~nd Mrs. Reagan 
go horseback riding with British royalty this June, 
most of us will have wondered whether the U.S. 
administration really desires nuclear arms reduction. 
Of course, Reagan and Soviet leader Brezhnev have 
been stealing headlines lately with proposals of arms 
reductions and nuclear freezes. But the an-
nouncement here on Ma.rch 11 that Britain would 
move aQ.ead with a new U.S,-designed, submarine-
launched missile system - the Trident II - may have 
made the prospect of arms control more unlikely than 
it already appears today. 
As a result, though the president may not un-
derstand why, the Trident is likely to make his third 
trip abroad less than picture-perfect. 
Reagan would like to address Parliament, should 
that body's conservation ma]oriW find a non· 
controversial speaking location, Yet a "reception 
committee" of liberal activists and opposition 
ministers plans to hold an alternative forum in a hall 
nearby. The organizers also intend to sponsor a 
demonstration outside the U.S, Embassy in stately 
GrosvernorSquarewhen Reagan arrives June 7. 
On the day before his arrival, London is expected to 
rock to the chants of par\icipants in a mass demon-
stration against nuclear arms. According to Bruce 
Kent, secretary general of the Lor:don-based Cam· 
paign for Nuclear Disarmament (CNDI, the rally was 
conceived last October as a sidebar to a United 
Nations special session on disarmament and 
development scheduled for the same week in New 
York City. Kent now concedes that par~icipants will 
probably turn the demonstration into a major anti-
Reagan event. 
In addition to earlier equivocations on nuclear arms 
policy, Reagan has assured himself a not-so-friendly 
reception with the sale of the deadly accurate, though 
still uncompleted Trident II., While the administration 
may have considered the (at least) $20 billion 
agreement a commercial and strategic feat, it ap-
parently discounted the reasons why a majority of 
Britons {according to the CNDI think Trident is a 
waste of money. 
Stewart Holland, Labour Party minister from 
Brixton, speaks for many in calling the Trident un-
necessarily "high risk;" but even the ardently anti-
disarmament weekly, The Economist, has said that 
the new missile will "cost too much." 
Tory defense minister John Nott has tried to 
promote the purchase from the salesman's point of 
view. He boasts that the system will work for Britain 
into the 21st Century and that the United States has 
agreed to allow cer\ain por\lons of the missile to be 
built by Britons. 
Never\heless, the Trident would snare as much as 
20 percent of Britain's defense procurement budget 
over the next decade, cutting. into the needs of 
conventional forces. Moreover, as with most arms 
purchases, there are no assurances that the wagram's 
development and production bill could be kept under 
the usual 30-percent cost overrun, Many members of 
Parliament - conservative backbenchers as well as 
their opponents - reasonably doubt that their 
unemployment-wrought (3 million) country needs a 
British equivalent of the MX project at this time. 
As in the case of the MX in the United States, the 
Trident might have been a hit here had Britons 
universally viewed it as essential to their security. 
Instead, too many already know that Trident may be 
the deterrent in itself, the first sea·based, silo-busting 
missile to be deployed anywhere in the world. As Mary 
Kaldor, one of this country's leading arms policy 
critics, contends, the decision to pass up Tride~t I 
"C-4" missiles for the increased range, accuracy and 
warhead capacity of the Trident II "D-5" is redun-
dant and dangerous. 
"We'd always assumed that the government would 
buy smaller missiles," Kaldor told us. ''Now, with the 
bigger D-5s, we have a capability we don't need. lt 
will only seem provocative." 
It's Trident's sheer excess, even more than the 
potential economic impact, that seerns likely to haunt 
Reagan and his conservative allies here, (With a 
Labour Party victory in the 1963 parliamentary 
elections, disarmament advocates acknowledge, the 
Trident ll deal could fizzle before the first construction 
contracts a.re awarded.) 
Though disarmament activists may not admit that 
their cause indirectly thrives on such threats as Trident 
11, they have undoubtedly found the missile decision 
well-timed for a new wave of spring activity; despite 
hasty assertions that the European peace movement 
died with Polish martial law, activists are already 
receiving widespread publicity through "camp-in" 
protests at at least eight military bases in Britain. 
The CNO, whose membership has been increasing 
by approximately 250 persons per Week for over a 
year, is sponsoring a "Peace Week" beginning April4. 
And Trident 11 is likely to crop up on posters across 
Europe when another round of protests against U.S. 
Pershing II and cruise missiles erupts next summer. 
Had the Reagan administration not been so anxious 
to spread the cost of its Trident 11 program and reap 
the benefits of other possible deals (rumors here have 
it that Britain agreed to help the United States with its 
plutonium supply problem!, it might have been more 
cognizant of its own promises as well as the growing 
disarmament campaign. Trident 11, when stacked 
against the backdrop of Reagan's nuclear-free-zone 
proposal, gives the president the credibility of a 
Brezhnev and only enhances the European peace 
initiative. 
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Letter 
ASNM Productive 
Editor: 
The following comments are lrl response to yotlr article, "Austin 
to Resign ASNM position," 
Because of the ignorant and inexcus.able comments made by Mike 
Austin and Bill Littlefield, UNM students were given a very negative 
view about ASN M and its present members. l strongly believe that 
many of their comments were made out of anger because the 
Association had called for the resignation of Mr. Austin as Director 
of ASNM at the convention which was hosted by UNM. Before they 
made such comments, they should have sorted out their thoughts. 
However, after reading other comments made by these individuals 
in your Lobo and in the NMSU Round-Up, it appears that their 
comments were no longer made out of anger bUt out of ignorance 
and jealousy. 
Despite the many problems it has had to face since its fonmation, 
ASNM has always been productive and influential as a student 
Association representing students from around the state of New 
Mexico on student issues. ASNM has been and will continue to be 
strong and effective on student i~sues. l was very pleased to see 
UNM students attend the ASNM meeting held on the NMSU 
campus on February 27, 1982. Obviously, they felt it was important 
or they would not have attended. 
I feel that the facts speak for themselves: 
1. Mr Austin did not communicate with the other member 
schools, . 
2. Mr. Austin felt that constructive criticisms during the 
discussion in Executive session at the convention given by each 
member sc)lool and their delegates were a personal attack on 
himself and on UN M. 
3. Mr. Austin was not willing to give the members schools any 
feedback on the members' comments, 
4, Mr. Austin did not show up to the second Executive meeting. 
5, Mr. Austin turned the meeting over at the general assembly to 
Jim Dempsey; when the T.V. cameras appeared for the interview, 
he reappeared and then left the convention he was hosting. 
6. The deadline for a check or promfsory note was the first day of 
the convention; all other schools paid their dues prior to February 
27, 1982, the deadline date. However, the student goVefl)ment of 
UNM to this day has not paid their membership dues to ASNM. 
7. The agenda for the convention was sent to some schools and 
not to others. The content of said agenda was tentatively scheduled 
until the day of the convention when a final agenda was given. , 
8. ASNM did pay for the convention in conjunctiOn with UNM 
Who had graciously asked tO host the convention. All or most of the 
ASNM expenditures are paid for by the membership dues from each 
respective institution, lt is up to the hosting school, if they wish to 
help to pay for anything extra. 
9, ASNM did pay Mike Gallegos a lobbying fee to attend and 
lobby at the State Legislature for ASNM, which represents aft 
membership schools. 
10. All ASNM members took par\ In lobbying by phone and in 
person at the Legislature on student issues. 
It is time to uoncentrate on a positive future for ASNM, and for 
concerned. students in the state of New Mexico; this especially 
includes UNM students. All current members are different ages but 
age has nothing to do with maturity, competence and 
professionalism - qualities a true leader should have. All the current 
members have these qualities. 
Our goal now is to concent.rate on opposing the federal budget 
cuts on financial aid. Cuts Which will hot only affect the public in-
stitutions but the private vocational as well. All students of in-
stitutions of higher learning need to become aware of this very 
serious matter for we are all students who ar11 concerned about our 
education now and in the future. You, the students, are ASNM. 
Sandra Trujillo, Pr!!sident 
New Mexico Highlands University 
Associated Student Senate 
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Electron Transfers Focus of Talk 
Electron tr~nsfers in solution will 
be discussed at the first annual 
Milton Kahn l,ecture in Physical 
Chemistry at the University of New 
Mexico Friday. 
The lecture, which begins at 3 
p.m. in room 101 of the chemistry 
building, will be \lelivered by Dr. 
Arthur C. Wahl of Washington 
l.Jniversity. _ 
The lectureship is named for 
Professor Emeritus Milton Kahn, 
who retired in 1980 after 32 years 
with the chemistry department. 
Wahl, who was Kahn's major 
professor at Washington UniversitY 
in the late 1940s, is a well-known 
educator and researcher in nuclear 
and radio chemistry. He holds a 
doctorate from the University of 
California at Berkeley and was a 
staff member for the Manhattan 
Project and Los Alamos Scientific 
Lai:Joriltory. 
Wahl has been a Nationa!Scien~e 
Foundation fellow and bas received 
the H umboid t A ward and the 
American Chemical Society award. 
Kahn supervised 33 doctoral 
candidates during his career at 
UNM. A specialist in radioisotopes, 
he delived UNM's Annual Research 
Lecture in 1964. 
He is a fellow of the American 
Asociati9n for Advancement of 
Science and has received awards 
from the N~w Mexico Institute of 
Chemists and the state chapter of 
the Ameri~an Chemical Society, 
The Kahn Lecture .is being 
organized by Dr. Guido H. Daub of 
the chemistry department. It is 
open to the public and free of 
charge. 
Survival Class Seeks Participants 
Ernest Mon((lya 
Survival in school and in society 
is the topic of a class, which needs 
students and tutors, being offered 
by Casa Armijo, a community 
service program in the southwest 
valley. 
The class has started but will 
continue through May 30. Tutors 
and students are still being ac-
cepted. 
The class will pertain to teaching 
junior high and high school 
students how to get through school 
and also to help them in society. 
"One example of the type o.f 
work we will be doing is going out 
into the barrio and taking pictures. 
The students will then be able to 
discuss the subject and relate that to 
a possible essay," said Connie 
Lopez, a youth coordinator at Casa 
Armijo. 
Lopez said the class will also deal 
with math, reading, writing, study 
skills and rap sessions. 
"Some kids just withdraw," said 
Lopez, "They get pressure from 
home and they get pressure from 
school. What we will do is try get 
kids t? express themselves and help 
them learn about themselves." 
The tutors are to try and help get 
the kids to learn about themselves 
along with working possibly on a 
one-to·one basis in the area the 
students are having difficulties, said 
Lopez. 
Lopez said she hopes the classes 
will.be a learning experience for the 
tutors too. 
The classes meet on Monday and 
Wednesday from 4 to 6 p.m. and 
people interested in tutoring or 
interested in the class may obtain 
more information by calling Casa 
Armijo at 877-6457. 
Space Shuttle Breaks Spaceflight Record 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. 
(UP!) - The shuttle Columbia 
streaked past its old 54-hour 
spaceflight duration mark Wed-
nesday, and astronauts Jack 
Lousma and Gordon Fullerton 
beamed down majestic television 
views of "America the beautiful.'' 
The pilots also had their first 
look at moths, honeybees and 
houseflies placed aboard to see how 
they behave in flight without the 
pull of gravity. 
At 5:23 p.m. EST, swinging 
around the Earth for the 37th time, 
Columbia surpassed the time It 
spent in space on each of its first 
two missions and soared on toward 
completion of its weeklong, 3,4 
million-mile flight to a New Mexico 
desert landing Monday. 
Marking the milestone, ground 
controller George Nelson told the 
astronauts, "I would like to 
congratulate you and the vehicle on 
the longest night so far, and I hope 
we continue for a few more days.'' 
"Thanks," Lousma replied. 
"That is a record probably soon to 
be broken, but we'd like to more 
than double that.'' 
Later, the pilots pulled from a 
cabinet a suitcase-sized cage 
containing the insects and televised 
them flapping and floating about in 
weightlessness. 
Victor Rutherfoid and Lynn Nesse/bush, mambers of NMPIRG, 
spiJllk Wadnesday on the mall llbout tha bicycle day that the 
organizlltion sponsored. NMPIRG will be on the ASIJNM spring 
ballot saeking studiJnt spprov11/ on fixed funding from ASUNM. 
. ' 
.. "'·' 
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Lousma, narrating what was 
going on, said: 
"Most of them have positioned 
themselves around the box or 
fastened themself onto 
something . , . It seems like the 
moths are doing a little better than 
(he bees. The bees are just sort of 
tumbling around without flapping 
their wings." 
The case also contains some 
insects in the larval .stage, and 
Lousma said he expects them to 
hatch before the end of the mission, 
so their flight characteristics can be 
compared to that of the ones that 
arrived inspace as adults. 
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:J_).:...~' 1844 Lomas NE • 842-0059 ~- ""' 
· - ;o~. Thursday, 
~-·· Friday, 
& Saturday Only 
After 4pm 
BBQ Beef 
Tip Rib 5.95 
includes salad bar & potato 
Large Shrimp 
Special 5.95 
includes salad bar & potato full order 
Trout 3.75 
includes salad bar & potato 
Roast Beef 3.75 
includes s.alad bar & potato 
Everything else on the menu 
Buy 1 Get 1 Free 
with the purchase of any drink 
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Bicycling Clinic 
Sat. ~larch 27 
10:00 am to I :00 pm 
Bike Ride Critique 
----=~.:;__--""""~-- 1:00pm to :l:OO pm 
At Soulhrcest Sportlt Medicine 
rm:m Kil·eiH.·I· .\ E 
Fret• d!'m.,·ing fur u jl•rsey 
Two drawings for n 20.00 !(ift ecrtificntc 
Call :JiiS-268:! .f(Jr in.f'orwation 
ABORTION 
SUPPORT GROUP 
Beginning April 6, a support group for women who 
have experienced an abortion will be offered at the 
Student Health Center, Tuesdays 8:30-10:00 a.m. 
for six weeks. Facilitated by Pat Dolan, R. N,, M.A. 
(Student Mental Health Service) and Melinda 
Handmakcr, P.A. (Student Women's Health Ser-
vice). 
Free to students enrolled for 6 or more hours. For 
information and preliminary interview call 277-
4537. 
Internal 
Business #4 
Needs Your 
YES 
vote to put more 
Students 
on the 
NEW MEXICO 
UNION BOARD 
Joe OtVPre!la 
Kevin Reilly, of Plaza 3 Modeling Agency, makes a pitch to Toni Bianchetti Wednesday during the 
Career Fair at the SUB. 
Poet, Musician To Combine Presentation 
Michele Connelly, a Santa Fe 
poet, will combine a reading of her 
work with the guitar artistry of 
Barb Dunn at the Unversity of New 
Mexico Women's Center Friday. 
Author of Breaking Dead Wood, 
Conoelly has also published in 
numerous magazines and 
newspapers, She received her 
bachelor's degree in creative writing 
and women's literature from 
Empire State College and has 
studied at the Women Writer's 
Center in Cazenovia, N.Y. 
A native New Mexican, Connelly 
is currently working for the New 
Mexico Arts Commission as a poet-
in-school. 
Dunn, a Santa Fe musiciao, has 
performed extensively in upstate 
New York and Santa Fe. 
The free reading will begin at 
7:30p.m. 
'Knowing Our Own Mind' Topic of Lecture 
A professor of social thought and 
philosophy at the University of 
Chicago, Stephen Toulmin, will 
present a lecture titled "On 
Knowing Our Own Mind," Friday 
at 3 p.m. in the Kiva. 
Toulmin was born in London 
and educated at Cambridge 
University. He has taught at 
Oxford, the University of 
Melbourne, New York University, 
Columbia, Brandeis and the 
University of California at Santa 
Cruz. 
Books he has written include, 
The Place ofReason in Ethics, The 
Discovery of Time, Wittgenstein's 
Vienna, The Architecture of 
Matter, The Uses of Argument, 
Philosophy of Science and 
Foresight and Understanding. 
Toulmin'.s lecture is part of the 
Interdisciplinary Lecture Series 
sponsored by the Office of 
Graduate Studies. 
Fellowship Offered to Minorities 
Applications will be accepted 
through May J from Hispanics and 
Native Americans for a $10,000 
fellowship in the University of New 
Mexico's Creative Writing 
Program. 
Applicants must be asptrmg 
authors who hold bachelor's 
degrees and are willing to enroll as 
full-time graduate students in the 
UNM English department working 
toward a master's of art degree in 
creative writing. 
Poets applyiog for the fellowhip 
must submit 15 pages of theif\vork. 
Fiction writers must submit 30 
pages written within the last three 
years. 
Applicants also should supply 
two letters of reference and a cover 
letter describing their background, 
experience and goals. 
Applications may be submitted 
to Rudolfo A. Anaya, director of 
the Creative Writing Program, care 
of the UNM English department, 
Albuquerque, NM, 87131. 
Lecture Series Focuses on Geology 
A series of nine lectures on 
"Regional Geology of the Middle 
E:ast and its Relation to Petroleum 
Explorations" will be given today 
through April2 at the University of 
New Mexico. 
Sponsored through the UNM 
geology department's Caswell 
Silver Distinguished Lecturer 
Series, the lectures will be given by 
Dr. A kiva Flexer, a professor in the 
department of geophysics and 
planetary sciences at Tel Aviv 
University, Israel. 
Although all nine talks are free 
and open to the public, they are 
technical in nature and designed 
primarily for professional 
geologists and sudents of geology 
and related fields. 
A tenth, non-technical talk on 
"Biblical Record of Geologic 
Events that Affect the Holy Land" 
will be given on Friday at 7 p.m. io 
room 122 of Northrop Hall at 
U NM by Flexer, who is spending 
this academic year on sabbatical 
leave at the Colorado School of 
Mines where he is conducting 
research. 
All nine of the technical talks will 
be given in Northrop Hall. 1'heit 
dates ahd times are: 
1'oday, 4 t:J,m., room 340. Flexer 
will provide an introduction, in· 
formation about previous studies 
and geographic background; 
Friday, 4 p.m., room 116. The 
topic to be covered is the general 
geologic setting; 
Monday, 4 p.m., room 116. 
Flexer will speak on "The 
Precambrian Crystalline and 
Metamorphic Rocks of the 
Arabo-Nubian Craton"; 
Tuesday, Flexer will give two 
talks on "Statigraphy of the 
Phanerozoic Rocks With Emphasis 
on Paleogeography, Depositional 
Environments, Sedimentation 
Rates and Hydrocarbon 
Occurrence," The first talk will be 
given at noon in room 340 and the 
second is scheduled for 4 p.m. in 
room 116; 
Wednesday, 6 p.m., room 340. 
He wlll speak on topics concerning 
the "Syrian-African Rift Valley, 
the Red Sea Spreading Cen-
ters ... (artd) the Jordan Valley"; 
On April I, he will give two talks 
on "Oil Exploration: Giant Oil 
Fields Selected Case Histories." 
The firsr talk will be given at II 
a. ttl. in room 122 and the second at 
4 p.m. in room 340; 
Apri12, 4 p.m., room 166. Flexer 
wlll present his summary and 
conclusions and will speak on 
"Future Oil Exploration: The 
Future Cieologic Setting of the 
Middle East and the Eastern 
Mediterranean in the Light of 
Present-Day Tectonic Activities 
and Earthquakes." 
Flexer, who has numerous 
technical publications to his credit, 
earned his doctoral degree in 1965 
from the Hebrew University of 
Jerusalem. The recipient of several 
research grants, he also has been a 
participant in numerous scientific 
meeting conducted throughout the 
world. 
He is a member of several 
professional organizations, in-
chiding the Geological Society of 
Israel, the International Society of 
Rock Mechanics, the Society of 
Economic Paleontologists and 
Mineralogists, the International 
Association of Sedimento!ogists 
and others. 
1'he Caswell Silver Disinguished 
Lecturer Series is designed to bring 
to UNM each year outstanding 
persons in the earth sciences to 
lecture to students and the ptiblk 
1'he series is made possible 
through part of an endowment 
given to UNM by Caswell Silver, a 
former resident of New Mexico and 
a UNM alumnus in geology Who is 
currently a Dcnver•based oil 
company executive, 
~ 
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Supreme Court Ruling May Mean Tax M·oney for States 
W ASBINGTON (UP!) ~ In a 
unanimous ruling that may ring up 
millioos of lax dollars for states, 
the Supreme Court said Wednesday 
contractors operating federal 
facilities can be taxed by the states 
where they are locllte(i, 
The justkes upheld a ruling 
allowing New Mexico to tax a 
private firm that operates an 
Albuquerque-based nuclear 
research l<~bor<~tory owned by the 
Energy Department. 
The 9-0 high court decision 
means added revenues for New 
Mexico and other states where there 
are similar federally owne(l 
facilities, But the government -
and federal taxpayers -will end up 
carrying most of the new tax 
burden, 
In the New Mexico case, the 
pri vale firm is operating under a.n 
Energy Department contract that 
says the government will pay· all 
operating costs - including state 
taxes. 
Federal officials estimate the 
government will owe New Mexico 
more than $100 million in corpor<~te 
income tax charges for the last II 
years as a result of the court ruling, 
in addition to a future annual tax 
burden of $20 million. 
Some 36 states entered the case 
on the side of New Mexico. The 
financial results will vary from state 
to state, in part because contractors 
have differing arrangements with 
different federal agencies, But 
generally, state taxes are considered 
allowable costs for contractors to 
pass on to the government. 
Ever since an 1819 Supreme 
Court ruling that the federal 
government is immune from state 
taxation, there has been a con-
tinuing legal battle over what types 
of feder;ll activities states may tax. 
The question of taxing federal 
contractors has been at the 
forefront of the dispute, 
Writing for the court, Justice 
Harry Blackmun declared, 
''Immunity (from state taxation) 
cannot be conferred simply because 
the stale tax falls on the earnings of 
a contractor providing services to 
the government." 
ln another business-related 
decision Wednesc)ay, the justices-
insisting on broad federal. power 
over the nation's railroads- ruled 
9-0 that employees of New York's 
state-owned Long Island Railroad 
arc not covered by a state no,strike 
law. 
In a third business case, the 
justices ruled 9-0 that a state court's 
power to bind creditors of an ailing 
insurance company doesn't slop at 
the state line, in this forcing North 
Carolina to tum over to creditors 
$100,000 in securities intended for 
use to ben~fit policyholders within 
the state. 
railroad employees from the Taylor 
Law prohibiting strikes by public 
workers was a victory for the 
United Transportion Union. 
The case, which stemmed from a 
six-day strike in December 1979 by 
UTU members who worked for the 
LIRR, focused on the state's power 
to penalize the union. 
Writing for the court, Chief 
Justice Warren Burger said, 
"Congress long ago concluded that 
federal regulation of railroad labor 
relations is necessary to prevent 
disruptions in vital rait service 
essential to the national economy," 
Scheduled Salvadorean Elections 
Characterized as 'Cynical Charade' 
In the railroad CliSe, the court 
struck down a ruling that declared 
federal law does not apply to the 
LIRR on grounds it would displace 
the state's ability tO make essenti~l 
governmental decisions. 
The decisioo exempting the 
Where can I go if I want 
information on job placement? 
Career Services, Mesa Vista Hall 
2131, x2531. 
Think things are tough? 
Even Republicans are saying, El Salvador's scheduled elections 
next week will be nothing more 
than a "cynical charade" designed 
to convince Americans of the 
legitimacy of the civilian-military 
government and to justify con-
tinued U.S. military involvement 
according to a University of New 
Mexico research professor. 
Dr. Jan Knippers Black, a 
research associate professor in the 
departments of political science and 
public administration who has 
made numerous fact-finding trips 
to Central America, said in an 
interview that neither the 
Salvadorean electorate nor 
America's European allies are likely 
to be won over by the March 28 
elections. 
"The elections can only be a 
cynical charade," she said. "It is 
precisely because every past election 
has been fraudulent and every 
means to peaceful change has been 
blocked by those currently in 
power, the military and the 
oligarchy, that insurrection is now 
taking place. The spectrum of 
political allegiance represented by 
the candidates to the constituent 
assembly ranges from the moderate 
right to the criminal right." 
She said America's ally in the 
"war of attrition against the 
civilian population of' El Salvador" 
scarcely qualifies as a government. 
"Its functions and its demeanor 
are more suggestive of an oc-
cupation force," Black said. "It is 
unfortunate that the conflict in El 
Salvador has commonly been 
referred to as a civil war. It is not. 
Rather, the conflict is more nearly 
comparable to that of Poland, 
which pits virtually the whole of the 
Polish people against a military 
regime sustained by a superpower. 
There is a major difference, 
however. The Polish regime may 
succeed for a time in crushing overt 
opposition. The Salvadorean one 
cannot." 
It is hardly surprising that non-
rightist candidates have refused to 
participate in the current election 
campaign, she said. 
"Over the past two years, vir-
tually every individual - including 
even Archbishop Oscar Romero -
who has sought to speak for the 
interests of the impoverished 
majority has been targeted for 
murder,'' Black said. 
The elections are not intended to 
legitimize the current system in the 
eyes of Salvadoreans, she said, nor 
is there any prospect that America's 
European allies will be impressed 
because most of them have refused 
to even send observers. 
"Rather, the elections are in-
tended - to legitimize the 
Salvadorean regime in the eyes of 
U.S. citizens so that we will tolerate 
the continuing escalation of U.S. 
military involvement," Black said. 
American assistance to El 
Salvador more than doubled from 
1981 to 1982 and is likely to in-
crease evert more unless Congress 
does not approve new increases in 
military aid. 
Total direct assistance for El 
Honors Council To Convene 
The University of New Mexico 
will host the Western Regional 
Honors Council Annual Con-
ferenceAprill-3. 
The theme for the meeting is 
"The Place of America in Honors 
Education." 
About 100 participants are ex• 
pected from colleges and univer-
sities in the West including San 
Diego State, University of Southern 
California, University of California 
at Los Angeles, Oregon, 
Washington State, Boise State, 
Utah, Brigham Young and Utah 
State. 
Seminars will cover such topics as 
anti-intellectualism in American 
life, American regionalism, women 
in honors and a celebration of 
teaching. 
In addition to the welcome by 
UNM President William E. "Bud" 
Davis, some 20 UNM students, 
faculty members and ad-
ministrators will participate in the 
conference. 
Sponsors include the Western 
Regional Honors Council, the 
UNM General Honors Program, 
the Bureau of Conferences and 
Institutes and UNM Continuing 
Education. 
Seminar To Help Reduce Energy Costs 
Thermal energy storage, a. new 
method for reducing energy costs 
through electricity load 
management, is the subject of a 
half•day seminar to be held 
Monday at the University of New 
Mexico. 
With electric utilities placing 
more emphasis 011 time•of-day 
rates, the owners of large buildings 
are becoming increasingly in-
terested irt shifting electricity use 
away from peak load hours through 
thermal energy storage. This shift 
in time of electricity use can result 
~·1' 
in a significant cost reduction. 
Featured speakers from electric 
utilities, architectural and 
engineering firms, and the 
University will discuss recom-
mended applications, design 
techniques, and economic aspects 
of thermal storage, 
The seminar will begin at 1:15 
p.m. in room 218 of the mechanical 
engineering . building, with a $5 
registration fee required. 
Interested persons should contact 
the mechanical engineering 
department at UNM, 271-2761. 
'' 
Salvador jumped from $1.72 million 
in 1981 to $235 milion in 1982. 
Direct military funds included in 
that assistance were $35 million in 
1981 and $81 million in 1982. The 
Reagan administration has 
proposed $340 million in total 
assistance for fiscal 1983 with up to 
$1 00 million earmarked for security 
assistance. 
"Such requests can be expected 
to represent only a fraction of the 
actual amount of assistance to be 
extended," Black said. "Most of. 
the military assistance for 1981 and 
1982 was e.xtended through 
presidential emergency powers and 
was not submitted to Congress at 
all. The White House has confided 
to congressional loyalists that $600 
to $800 millian in military 
assistance will be required ov.er the 
next 18 months." 
She said most of the economic 
aid to El Salvador is primarily 
aimed at lhe war effort because 
most other aspects of government 
have broken down. 
COLLEGE GRADS 
WANTED FOR 
INTERNATIONAL 
PROJECTS 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
AND 
AGRtCUL1UR£ 
IUS I NESS 
EDUCATION • MATH/SCIENCE 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
FRENCH 
HOM£ ECON. 
MATH 
NURSING 
THE SCIENCES 
YOU CAN BECOME r.IVOLYED Ill AN IMPORTANT, 
MEANINGFUL MOVEMENT FOR WORLD PEACE AS A 
PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEER, AND HELP PEOPLE IN A 
THIRD-WORLD COUNTRY WITH PROBI.EMS OF POV· 
ERTY, HUNGER, AND DISEASE. 
F YOU ME WILLING TO SHARE YOUR IKJI.LS WITH 
PEOPLE WHO MALLY NEED 1HEM AND ARE ABI.E 
TO. PUT OFF CLIMBING THAT LADDER, OmiNG 
THOSE IENEFITS, AND ACCUMULATING POSSES· 
liONS, CONSIDER THE PEACE CORPS AS AN AL.• 
1ERNATIYE R»A 1WO YEARS OF YOUR &.FE. 
SEE ·rA'flJS J£PRESENTATIVE: 
Audon 1'rujillo, Peace Corps Recruiter 
Permanent Campus Office: 
Latin American Institute 
801 Yale, NE Phone: 277-2961 
Office Hours: Honclay-Thursday 8 AH-Noon 
--JOIN THE 
_NEW 
' .. 
l 
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Arts 
Student Work Shines at 
UNM Teaching Gallery 
I'd been hea~ing about this art 
show up in the art department's 
Teaching Gallery. Curiosity 
aroused, I grabbed our assistant 
photographer and my trusty 
reporter's scratch pad ;tnd we 
headed for the art building. 
"So, what's over in this Teaching 
Gallery'?" he asked. ltold him that 
there was a multi-media student art 
show up there. 1-l e had a look of 
dhgust. 
We made our way through the 
"riot-proof" corridors of the art 
building, up the steps and into the 
Gallery. At the door we were 
greeted by an open book with a tail 
of streamers emanating from it's 
cetJter and dangling from the wall 
to the floor. The photographer 
whipped out his Nikon camera, 
(equipped with automatic timer) 
like it was a pistol and he was being 
attacked. For all of his initial 
reluctance, he saw something of 
interest immediately. He whipped 
orr a couple of shots with lightning 
speed and ran to another peice. l 
was left standing alone in the 
doorway confronted by the book 
and its tale of colors. He was a blur, 
l>uaing around the small. room 
faster than l could copy down the 
names and titles. of the works he 
was shooting. l gave up trying to 
keep up with him and tried to 
remember what all he had 
photographed. 
The room was packed full of 
objects and colors, a mtm-
wonderland of art. I was amazed. 
The work in the room was very 
good, I've seen my share of student 
shows in my tenure here at UNM, 
even shown in a few, But what l 
was seeing here was some hot stuff. 
Who'd think something as 
potentially dry and static as art 
could jurnp so much? l was drawn 
from one piece to the other with 
increasing interest and dismay -
this stuff was good. 
l could nm off a list of names, 
titles and dis~dptions of the works 
that stood out as the best, but it 
would take up too much space and 
simply sound like a review from 
some of our other local papers. 
Golden apple awards aside, 
photographer Joe was still bopping 
around burning film and contorting 
his body trying to take it all in. (He 
was just as interesting to look at as 
continued on page 9 
A small sample of the work cu"entfy on display at the Art depar-
tment's Teaching Gallery. Photos by Joe Cevsretta. 
Thursday, 
March25 
• zs 
Semester At Sea Day 
atUNM 
Exciting information on how you can gain a full semester credit, while you sail around the world. 
Look for the Semester at Sea booth in the Student Union 10am-3pm, and come to a free movie in the 
International Center, 2808 Las Lomas NE at 7pm. All Thursday, March 25th. 
-Shines-
continued from page 8 
the art work.) We went from piece 
to piece, shooting this, writing 
down that, all the while thinking, 
HThis is great!" 
Student art shows are almost 
always a ·general survey of the 
works of students whQ are con-
sidered to be the cream of the 
faculty's crop. The work is not 
withol!t its own intrinsic merit. 
Such displays are usually little mo.re 
than a grouping of diverse artists 
under one roof with little more in 
common than the fact that they are 
students. Almost always you can 
find something that holds your 
interest. In the case of this show, if 
you should have the time and the 
inclination to check it out, you're 
likely to find many things to keep 
you looking. 
The degree of professionalism 
and coherency evident in these 
works would blow most 
professional artist off the walls, 
Student <mist are thought of as a 
lower caliber of artist from tneir 
more adult peers. They generally 
are not considered artists at all until 
they have paid their "dues" for 
about twenty years. If they have 
survived all the low paying jobs, 
expensive art supplies, .a high 
dropout rate and gallery in-
difference, they are then entitled to 
the title of Artist. 
This undergaduate show is a 
good argument against that load of 
trivial distinctions. Most of the 
work in this show contains high 
levels of technical accomplishment, 
intriguing and well-thought out 
content, and a degree of playfulness 
that avoids camp. I lefi the show 
feeling that these young artists were 
indeed serious about their en-
deavors. 
If I were to criticize anything 
about this show, it would have to be 
the tendency of the curators of this 
gallery to cram so many artists into 
so little space- Given the space and 
the fact that there were so many-
works, the show was remarkably 
well presented. Everything from the 
installations to the smallest of 
photographs was given its share of 
space without the other works being 
too intrusive. 
Joe had about run out of film 
and energy and was starting to look 
disgusted again. He. packed up his 
camera and headed for the candy 
machine outside of the gallery. I 
took a final look around to make 
sure r hadn't missed anything, 
capped up mY pen and we headed 
out the door. 
It's a good show up in the 
Teaching Gallery. Take the long 
way to class one of these days and 
check it out. It's located on the 
second floor of the art building, 
between the two wings. 
AuodlltiOn or· Accounllna; Students ~ free In~ 
come tax asshlanec for tprms 1040 i:J.nd 1040·A in the 
Parish Llbrary1 Monday, 2:10 S p.n1.; tue~·day, 2 to 1 
().m.; Thursday, 8 a.m. td4 t:f,nt.; f'tlday, 9n.m. hi:S 
p.rn.; andStuurday, 12to'l p.rr.. untiiAptlll,$, 
St~dent!l fen Su"lval - Speakers Anne drtnycr 
(CND) nnd Entloo Chin11accf (~ny ChriSti ltalin) \111!1 
speak on tl1e l:uropean Anti.Nuclcai' Movcment5-
todny at floon in toom1:jJC.~ oftltt:StJlJ. 
Spun- Meetlng today at th30 p.rn.lti rootn2SO·C 
.o(thesun. 
SUO Gatrcrls ..._The Oallctln Is currently laking 
subn1i~sions for the Fiestas Muitl·Cututal Arl Show 
in the Ca!l:t del Sol, AprU 1 10 15 ·during regular 
bustncss hours In rooni 22S or the SUO,. F'or mate 
il'lronnatlon Cdittad Jerry l{acl!it277·2l2B, or leave 
message at 217·2331. 
SUR Galleria~ TIHl Oarterlu wlil present sculpture 
by Ike o·avfs. There· will be rm opening rceepii()n 
March lo with rctreshmcntJ; ttnd .live cntc~rtainmcni 
from6toap.m, 
NMPiitG - Meeting today to di~euss the 
rercrcnda at 1:30 jj.m. in room llOof.lhcSUB, 
Cornllc po·r los Duechlis Jlumanos ton Amerttt~ 
l..iitln'il _. Cnrnvan Street Theatre at the Calm Armijo, 
lOll islcla SW, Sundny al 9:30. For information ca.U 
888·3424, 
Klv1 Club- ..... Open planning meeting rot Nlzhoril 
l>ays Attlvlth:s today. for time and other In• 
fornuition-eaii277·57SO or 271·3506. 
Inmates Perfqrm 
El Teatro de Los Pintos,· a 
theater group composed of inmates 
from the Central New Mexico 
Correctional Facility will perform 
at the University of New Mexico 
Kiva Lecture Hall on March 27. 
The theater group, formed to 
help youths become aware of the 
consequences o.f crime and 
delinquency, will present five short 
plays entitled "Barrio Existence," 
"Gang Activity," "Domestic 
Problems," "Felony Crime" and 
''Incarceration.'' 
A discussion on the existing 
conditions at New Mexico's 
correctional facilities will follow the 
presentation. 
The event is sponsored by the 
UNM Chicano Student 
Organizations: Movimiento 
Estudiantil Chicano de Atzlan, 
Estudiantes por la Cultura and the 
National Chicano Health 
Organization. 
The performances begin at 12:30 
p.m., and are free and open to the 
public. 
Lecture 
Are you a photographer, an 
artist, a woman, a man, are you 
interested in any of these things? 
Ever Heard of Exposure 
magazine? Ever been to a 
visiting artist lecture? 
Does anybody know whatever 
became of the feminist 
movement's activities in the 
arts? It's been a long time since 
we've heard or seen anything on 
the local scene involving 
women's concerns in the arts. 
These issues may not be as 
evident as the used to be, but 
they are still being dealt with. 
The aesthetic/political concerns 
that were the emphasis of so 
many women artists in the 
seventies continue to be a major 
items of content for women 
artists in the eighties. 
Tonight at 8 p.lll- in room 
2018 of the Fine Arts Center, the 
UNM art department will 
present photographer and writer 
Gretchen Garner. Garner, who 
is the current editor of Exposure 
(the journal for the Society of 
Photographic Education), will 
give art audio-visual lecture on 
an article that appeared in 
Exposure, entitled "What Do 
Women See?" 'fhe topic of the 
lecture is taken from a portfolio 
of photographs and writings by 
Hmid~career*' women 
photographers. Garner will also 
discuss her own work. 
Garper has exhibited. . ex-
tensively and was the reciptent 
of a Danforth Scholarship for 
graduate study in photography. 
The leeture is open to the 
public and all interested persons 
are encouraged to attend. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Joe Ca\·areun 
More samp/131; from the Teaching Gallery display. 
take on 
the challenge ... 
realize 
the future 
The Challenge 
Imagination. courage. leadership and 
engineering expertise of the highest order ... 
these are the traits you need to meet the 
challenge of our technology. Our leader-
ship position at the forefront of commercial 
nuclear power systems will provide you With 
unique professional experience. 
The Commitment 
General Public Utilities created an Inde-
pendent organization. GPU Nuclear. to 
centralize its nuclear capability and 
provide safer. more reliable generation of 
electricity with nuclear energy. GPU Nuclear 
has the strongest commitment to the 
flawless safety of our plants. 
The Opportunity 
GPU Nuclear is responsible for the operation 
of Oyster Creek Nuclear Station in New 
Jersey, start-up and recovery of two Three 
-Mile Island units located In Middletown. 
Pennsylvania: and an off-site design and 
engineering group In Parsippany, New 
Jersey. We offer you! • Top benefits • Ad-
vanced educational opportunities and a 
chance to live in beautiful North Central 
New Jersey, the New Jersey Shore or the 
Pennsylvanio Dutch Country. 
We are seeking enfry level and experienced 
professionals in the following cotegories: 
• Mechanical • Nuclear It Health 
• Electrical Physlcs/RadlaHon 
• Chemical Protection 
For more information about job opportuni-
ties at GPU Nuclear. fill out the coupon 
below and send lt to: J. Troebllger. P.O. Box 
480. Middletown. PA 17057. We seek men 
and women from all ethnic backgrounds 
and the handicapped. 
lB ijJ I Nuclear 
GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION 
will be on campus 
April 5th 
---------------------------------------
l?j ijlJ Nuclear 
GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION 
J, Troebllger 
P.O. Box 480 
Middletown, Pa.17057 
NAME--------------~---------------------------------
OEGREE, SCHOO•L------_..:__ _________________ _ 
HOME ADDRESS~-__._:_._: ____________________ ~ 
-----------------------------PHONE NO'--------~--
S~ECiALIZATfON --------------------------
I 
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Pre-employment 
Physical Exams for Students. Sports 
Students may ohtuirt physical examinntion at the Student Health 
Center for a base fcc of $20 plus the sla"dard fee for any X-ray or 
lallln'atory work that is necessary. For appointments ca11277-3136. Lobos Take ~"Two in Turquoise Tournament 
ComeHear ®: 
Anne Grinyer . 
with the British Campaign for . - · 
Nuclear Disarmament (CND), and 
Enrko Chiavacci 
Leader of Pax Chrisii ltalia 
Thursday, March 25 
12 noon S.U.B. Room 231 C··E 
The mind made the bomb. the mind denied it and the mind can slop it cold. 
Spunscmd hy 51ucl!!nl!i fur Sllrli11i.ll 
LINCOLN MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY 
HARRIGATE, TENNESSEE 
presenrs 
Roger's and Hammerstein's 
SOUTH PACIFIC 
Directed by Dr. Mabel Dunl~irl~ Smith 
8pm Duke Auditorium April 1-2-3 
General Admission -$2.00 Students -$1.00 
Telephone 615-869-3611 Ex. 49 
ACCOUNTING MAJORS:. 
YOU CAN'T PULL AN 
ALL-NIGHTER FOR THE 
CPA EXAM 
Not for a 191h hour test 
on an entire accounting 
curriculum. 
Preparation Is crucial. It 
must be organized, 
comprehensive and efficient. 
PERSON/WOUNSKY has shown over 30,000 accoUnting 
majors how to get lhe points lhay need to pass lhe blggesUest of 
lhelr lives. 
our alumni can be found in wary major CPA firm. 
FOR IMMEDIATE ANSWERS TO All. YOUR QUESTIONS, CALL: 
(212)895-5899 (516)473-6200 
Oul1lde New York catl1·800-645·5460 
~b. CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR CAREER PLANNING BOOKlETS: 71~ • You ond tile CPA Exam~ A Guide for Accounnng Major$ 
• Alternate PolhWays too Prol8sslonol career In AccounHng 
PERSON/WOLINSKY CPA REVIEW COURSES 
4 ROOSEVELT AVE. BOX E • PORT JEFfERSON STA.. NY 11776 
Steve King 
There may finally be a light at the 
end of the tunnel for the University 
of New Mexico baseball team, and 
that makes Lobo Coach Vince 
Cappelli real )lappy. 
Keil Higgins threw another good 
game and the Lobos brought out 
the heavy lumber as they beat 
Southwest Missouri State, 12-2 at 
the Albuquerque Sports Stadium 
Wednesday afternoon. 
The Lobos then upped their 
winning streak to six with a 5-3 win 
over the University of Iowa, thanks 
to a four-run rally in the bottom of 
the sixth. The two wins upped their 
av1n 
season record to 18-13. 
In the first game, Higgins was 
worldng on a shutout until the 
seventn inning when SWS scored its 
only runs. Two errors by substitute 
first baseman Joe Perrotte led to 
Southwest Missouri State's two 
runs. 
Higgins, now 4-3 on the year, 
struck out four and walked three 
while giving up only five hits. 
"I didn't really feel that well 
today," said Higgins. "They really 
hit for me today. We !~restarting to 
play like a team. We aren't going to 
be beaten much anymore," 
Higgins had lost his last three 
outings after winning his first three. 
)of!Cavardla 
Kei/ Higgins hurls a fastball from the mound during the Lobo 
baseball team's 12-2 win over Southwest Missouri State. 
.. 
The multi-media presentation that stunned 
audiences at over 400 campuses! 
Monday 
March 29 1:00pm 
Woodward Hall 
Students $1.00, General Public $2.00 
Sponsored by the ASUNM Speakers Committee 
Tickets available at the door 
The Lobos began their assault 
early as centerfielder Tom Francis 
.scored on catcher Barry 
Brunenkant's long sacdfice fly. 
In the second frame, UNM 
scored three runs as Mark Biren led 
off the inning with .a walk. Jimmy 
Smith got the first of his three hits 
to put runners on first and second, 
and with two outs, Bob Gemignani 
scored Biren from first with a single 
before Francis rapped a triple off 
the wall in right field to score Smith 
and Gemignani. 
Smith's two-.out triple knocked in 
Biren in the third inning to up the 
margin to 5-0. The Lobos were not 
finished )lowever, as they notched 
four runs in the fourth frame. 
Second baseman Bobby Martinez 
··started the rally with · a single; 
Gemignani put runners on second 
and third with a double off the 
outstreched glove of the SWS 
rightfielder. Francis then slapped a 
double into left centerfield, scoring 
two more runs. Francis went to 
third wnen the defense fell asleep 
and no one covered the bag. He 
then scored on Larry Harrison's 
ground out. 
Designated hitter Andy Trujeque 
hit his fourth homer of the year 
. with a shot over the right field fence 
to round out the scoring in that 
inning. The Lobos received three 
runs in the sixih inning thanks to 
Cappelli's strong bench. 
Pinch hitter Barry Moore opened 
with a walk. Brunenkant was issued 
a walk to put runners on first and 
second with one out, Moore and 
Brunenkant scored on pinch hitter 
Joe Forbidussi's single and a SWS 
error. Forbidussi ended up at third 
on the play before scoring on pinch 
hitter Glen Russell's single, which 
capped the Lobo onslaught. 
"We're starting to play 
together," Cappelli . said. Since 
Monday, thing have been clicking. 
It's a little too soon to know 
whether or not these guys will keep 
it up, but they're starting to play 
like the ball club 1 thought they'd 
be." 
In the nightcap, the Lobos fell 
behind the Hawkeyes 3-l, heading 
into the bottom half of the sixth 
when the fireworks started for the 
Lobos. 
Centerfielder Tom Frances 
singled between the Iowa shortstop 
and third baseman with one out. 
Larry Harrison walked and both 
men advanced on a double steal. 
Lobo catcher Barry Brunenkant 
then lofted a sacrifice fly to left to 
score Frances. Designated hitter 
Andy Trujeque then singled scoring 
Harrison and knotting the score at 
3·3. 
Barry Moore then pinch ran for 
Trujeque and advanced to second 
on a wild pitch. Lobo first sacker 
Mark Biren then blasted a two-run 
home run to cap the Lobo rally. 
cont;nued on PIIYB 11 
LSAT • MCAT • GRE 
GRE PSYCH • GRE BID • MAT 
GMAT • OAT • DC At • PCAT 
VAT • SAT • CPA • TOEFL 
MSKP • NAT'L MEO 80S 
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE 
NOB 'NPB I • NLE 
~-HMPUIN 
EDUCATIONAL CENTE~ 
Test Preparation SJ)etfallsU 
Sonce 1938 
Fot infOfmat/011, PltJase Call: 
265-2524 
It's not too latel 
ENROLL NOW 
Bradley Takes NIT Crown 
With Victory Over Purdue 
Willie Scott pumped in 17 
points, and Mitchell Anderson 
added 16 points as the Bradley 
Braves defeated the Purdue 
Boilermakers 67 -~8 to capture 
the title in the 45th Natlonal 
Invitational Tournament at 
Madison Square Garden last 
night in New York. 
Scott and Anderson led a 
Bradley attack that saw them 
lead from start to finish. 
The Braves, coached by Dick 
Versace, grabbed an early !4-8 
lead, behind the early outside 
shooting of Scott. T)le Braves 
largest lead of the half was six at 
29-23 and 31-25, but .the 
Boilermakers battled back 
behind center Russell Cross to 
knot the score at 31-31 nt 
halftime on a slam dunk at the 
buzzer. 
Scott pumped in 10 first-half 
points for the Braves while 
Mitchell Anderson added nine, 
In the second half, the Braves 
jumped out to a 5649 lead with 
less than seven minutes 
remaining, but the Boilermakers 
came back to narrow the lead to 
59-56 with two minutes left. 
The Braves then spread their 
offense and iced the win at the 
foul line as Purdue, coached by 
Gene Keady, had to foul to get 
the ball. 
The win capped a 26-10 
season for the Braves who were 
passed over by the NCAA as an 
at large representative. The title 
was also the fourth NIT crown 
for Bradley in their history. 
Purdue ended tlleir season with 
an 18-14record. 
Mike Scearce and Cross led 
Purdue with l 6 points each. 
The Braves advanced to the 
final by beating Oklahoma 84-68 
in the semi-finals, while the 
Boilermakers earned a spot by 
edging Georgia 61-60. 
The Bradley win made this the 
second straight year a Missouri 
Valley Conference team )las 
captured the NIT crown. The 
Tulsa Hurricane won last year's 
event .. 
The Boilermakers, wound up 
as the only successful post-
season team from the Big Ten 
Conference. Four represen-
tatives, <'Indiana Hoosiers, 
Minnesota Golden Gophers, 
Iowa Hawkeyes and the Ohio 
State Buckeyes, all fell to defeat 
in the NCAA tournament. 
Valenzuela To Report 
To Dodgers' Training 
VERO BEACH, Fla. (UPI) -
Fernando Valenzuela reported to 
spring training Wednesday and said 
he was not bitter toward the Los 
Angeles Dodger management after 
his three-week holdout. 
The lefl·handed Mexican 
screwball ace, who won both the Cy 
Young Award and Rdokie of the 
Year in 1981, said he was in good 
shape despite the holdout. 
"I missed my teammates," 
Valenzuela said through an in-
terpreter. "I was playing in Mexico 
during the Caribbean series. I have 
been working out in Los Angeles. 
In a couple of weeks I should be 
ready," he said, 
§"I'm pleased to be here again 
with my team," Valenzuela said. 
"I'm trying to do my best.'' 
At a news conference in Los 
Angeles Monday, when Valenzuela 
announced he would report to 
camp, the 21-year-old pitcher 
lashed out at Dodger management 
for refusing to seriously negotiate 
and for treating him like a "boy." 
The Dodgers had threatened to 
discipline Valenzuela if he did not 
report to camp by Tuesday but 
Valenzuela said he has no hard 
feelings. 
"I wasn't bitter," he said."( am 
very happy with the Dodgers. The 
Dodgers were the first team to give 
me_ a chance and 1 want to play for 
the Dodgers." 
The Dodgers renewed Valen-
zuela's contract, which will pay him 
$350,000 for the upcoming season, 
after negotiations between 
Valenzuela's agent and attorney 
and the Dodgers failed !d reach an 
agreement. The six·dlgit salary will 
make Valenzuela the highest paid 
second-year player ever. 
Former Dodger pitching great 
Sandy KoufaK, a holdout with Don 
Drysdale in 1966, said the fact that 
Valenzuela pitched winter ball will 
help him get ready for the 1982 
season. 
"I missed all but four days of 
spring training the year Don and I 
held out and it was the middle of 
June before I was in pitching 
shape," Koufax said. "I had a 
good record that year (27-9), but I 
don't know .how I won some of 
those games in the first few 
months." 
"The fact Fernando pitched in 
winter ball should help him con-
siderably," Koufax said. " A 
pitcher needs about four weeks to 
get ready, and his arm should be in 
pitching shape already. He does 
have a tendency to put on weight, 
but that may be the only problem," 
Koufax said. 
COMING 
ON 
GOLDEN FRIED 
CHIC'KEN 
. . 
• 
UNM Women Run 
In Quadrangular 
At Arizona Track 
Nick Greenwalt 
The University of New Mexico 
women's track team will go after 
their second victory in a row this 
weekend when they go to Tempe, 
Ariz., for a quadrangular meet, 
This will be the tnird meet of the 
season for the Lobos, who beat 
Adams State last weekend. 
Coach Tony Sandoval said that 
the meet with Arizona had been 
tough because the Wildcat women 
have one of the better dual-meet 
teams in the country, but two 
Lobos were 11ble to qualify for 
nationals at that meet. 
Margarert Metcalf qualified in. 
the 1500 meters and Regina 
Dramiga qualified in the 800 
meters. 
Dramiga qualified with a time .of 
2:08, three seconds under the 
required time of2: 11. 
The women's track team has five 
more meets this season, and 
Sandoval said he expects more of 
his team members to qualify for 
nationals. 
Joan Sterret is expected to 
qualify in the 800 meters, while 
Kristi Rapp and Kathy Pfifer 
should qualify in the 5000 meters, 
Sandoval said. 
-Tournament-
continued from page 10 
In the top half of the seventh, 
Lobo pitcher Jim Sharpe got the 
first out, but was relieved by Dan 
Hale, who- struck out the only two 
H awkeyes he faced. Sharpe got the 
win, upping his record to 4-3, while 
Hale picked up his second save. 
Cappelli's Lobos are back on the 
diamond today as they face 
Southern lllinois-Edwardsville at I 
p.m. and then square off with the 
Bradley Braves at 3 p.m. Both 
games are at the Sports Stadium. 
The Turquoise tournament con-
tinues through Saturday. 
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PIITJ PliTT ·. TT I[. . ~ Another Great Offer. From ~rrPII ~ Putt·Putt Golf U Game.® ..:::.::.:.. 
r-------------------------· 
1 UNM Student Special! l 
I Purchase $5.00 worth of 1 I Putt·Putt Golf & Games Tokens I 
1 and receive 20 tokens absolutely FREE! l 
1 limit one coupon per person per d;;~y. 1 ~---------1:.!~~1;.:!_8_:!.~----------J 
9801 Lomas NE 296-4242 5100 San Mateo NE 881·9866 
~«?-o.q,q.~--~«?-o.q,q.~.q,q.--oQ>o$1o.q,Qo'§ 
~ Graduate Student Association ~ 
~ Applications for ~ 
§ GSA Presidency 1982-83 § i Available at the G .. · SA Offi. ce (SUB Basement) § Completed applications for candidacy § § must be in the GSA Office j§ 
. by 2 p.m. March 25. ~--«?-ooQ>o$1~----~~-«?-o--~· 
Division of Physical Therapy 
at the School of Medicine is seeking 30 participants 
in a pain threshold study. Subjects will be hospital-
ized for 24 hours during which time 460 ml of blood 
will be collected. Subjects will receive three meals 
and fifty dollars for their participation. Call 277-
5756 for more information. 
The 
Student Mental Health 
Center 
proudly presents 
a sh01·t-term 
psychodrama group 
for UNM students (6 hours or more) 
beginning Monday, March 29, 1982, 
at 3:30-5:00 p.m. 
For more information 
call Leslie Siembieda at 277-4735. 
Enjoy the prestige and benefits of a membership. 
THE LOBO 
TENNIS CLUB 
The Player's Tennis Club 
One of tile most modern and pleasant tennis facilities h1 the 
Southwest, at the most affordable .rates available. 
- BRAND NEW CLUBHOUSE & PRO SHOP 
- LIGHTED CENTER COURT 
- LAYKOLD COURTS 
- SPECIAL ACTIVlTJES & TOURNAMENTS 
- TOTAL MEMBERSHIP LIMITED TO 600 
- GUEST PRIVILEGES 
-PROFESSIONAL INSTRUCTION AVAILABLE 
-HOST CLUB FOR TilE I9S2 WAC TI':NNIS CHAMPlO:-iSHIPS 
- HOME OF TilE UNM TENNIS TI':AMS 
The Board of Directors .hns auihorizcd a limlfed uumhcr of memberships for 
the AlhuqucrtJU~ community. 
No~-lnlcrcst terms available on initiation fees. 
Come to the Lobo Tennis Club at 1710 Univc•·sity Blvd. SE [across from Pit) or call242-2697 
and find out about the spcciul low initiation fees for UNM studciJts, faculty, staff and alumni. 
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Daily Lobo 
Classified Advertising 
DE:ladline 12:00 noon for next day's edition. 
Open 8:00a.m. to Ei:OO p.m. Mon. thru Fri. 
In Marron Hall Room 131 or by mail to 
UNM Box 20, Alb, NM, S7131. 
Rates: $.17 per word or $.11 per word per day 
if ad is run tivE:l or more consecutive days. 
Plc~s~ run~~~~ following ad under (Circle one} 
Personals. Lost & Found, Services, Housmg, For Sale, Employment, Travel, Miscellaneous, 
Las Noticias 
1. Personals 
A llE,TIONl ATTENTJOS! AU. mornbm of the 
up«>lllilll:l ,ufthall ~hamrioo• for 1982-·tlmt is all 
mcmhc" of the "Joir" Seal" suftball tcum--havc a 
pr.t•ll.:c thl\ "ontins Sunda}, Mardt ZBth nt 2:00pm. 
llon't f<JrfCI Ill bting your gimes. Stgncd, your 
''"'"ant ( oa~h and fcllo\\ temn member. 3126 
1·1\l·~·n Sl<l Jo:('TION or umque unll tradittonal 
gt1ld \'oelldinJ:l 1ct1. Char he Romero Je\\clc"', 29J. 
~9UI. 5tl 
\\OME'I'S l>UEAM li!ERAI'Y: I earn to use your 
dn:·.Im., fnr "r,.~tl,unUcr\tan"hug, pcnonnl growth and 
<tC•lii\Jll, CiWUJI 1tart1 Arnl r •. $10 per ses11on. 10 
w'"""'· J44·JJ90 {9·5) or 2%·2332. 3· 30 
M('l'lltHE INFORMATION AIIOl'T con· 
lfll«plion, llerili7Ution, abortion. Right to Choose. 
2'14 0171. tfn 
l•n•:GNMIC'Y Tt:STING & COl1NSt:LING. Phone 
Z47-9819. tfn 
('O'ITAC'I'S·I'OLISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey 
Opti~al ConmuuY on Loma• just west of Washington. 
tfn 
WE IIOT I)JSl'IUIIl!TORS. Prescription eyeglass 
frames. (ircenwi.:h Village (Lennon Styles), gold 
nmlm $~4.~0 (regula~ $65.00}. Pay Less Opticians, 
~007 Menaul N.L' .. acrOSI from LnBelles. tfn 
ONLY $2,35. TWO farm· fresh eggs, two homemade 
~.hl!ntie:al free ~~IU'iage pnniesl two ·slices. of toast, free 
green dnh. Open 7 il.ll!. 1\.torningOioryCafe. Corner 
or (iirnrd. Crntrnl and Monte Vi•t~ 26S-7040, tfn 
SS lll'YS II EST Til' oft he week, Daily Lobo will pay 
$S fot the best news tip We receive every week. 
Source' can remnin confidential, but Editor must 
ha\C your na111c to pay wumer. 277·56!16, ask for 
Newsroom. tfn 
C'lll!IIK'i•: Bl1H't:T, CHEAl'! All you can eat. 
Lunch $3.45, Supper S4.SO, Sunday Brunch $3.45. 
Jao-Jao'• Place, SOOO Central Ave. SE. tfn 
I'ASSI'ORT I'IIOTOS. I.OWEST prices! Pleasant 
pictures! 1~3 Wellesley SE corner Sil•er. Please call 
llt<t. 265·1323. tfn 
Tilt: Tt:U:MK<;SAGE IS back! ! ! Forinformation 
on wltats happening oil campus everyday and during 
the weekend call our recorded message at 277·5243, 
We wall record a message about Cl'ents sponsored by 
1tt1dent organillltions and campu~ groups. Just call 
Student Activities one day in advance -at .277-4706 if 
you want rt mc\~agc recorded. 4/2 
l''-IM ('llAI'AUlt,\I,S TU\'OUl'SI I Pick up 
upphcii!IOIII in Student Activities Offk'e Room 106 of 
th~ New Me~ico Studeut Unioti Building. 
Allplication< due Ap11l 8, orientation meeting April 
12, Clinic begins AprH 13, and ttYoutsAprlll7. Call 
277·4706 for further information. 418 
t'IESTA, FIESTA, FIESTA. This years fiesta will be 
the fineM c\ct. April 22-25 l!ppcr Johnsort field; 
food, lllUIIC run, sun and more for everyone and 
o'ery ~ulturc. Resctve your booth now, Don't be late. 
C'all277-SS28 vr 277-2328. 3126 
f'IIOSTA T·SlllnTS IIA VE arri\"cd. Only 100 
a•ailabtc for 1982 fiesta. Get yours now for $6.00, or 
for S6 • .SO during the fiestas. Color: -.hite on black. 
I' lease help support your fie<ta~. "The· ~clebration in 
c•ery language." ('all 277•2328 or217·S528 for more 
mfornmtion. J/26 
KNAPTON ··oR PRIOSIOENT t\ candidate 
dcdic;Ued to making positive changes in ASUNM. 
r;,pandong student services,. elimirtating wasteful 
•pending, hiring policy based on merit. Vote March 
31 for a New ASlJNM. J/26 
NEW •·on SPRING, large selection of colorful short 
~cts only $8.99. Short. sleeve lops $5.99, couon Kurta 
I<Jp• $$,99, Indian wrap skirts only$5.99 with this ad, 
at More than llag!, tot Cornell S.i;, across from 
UNM. 3129 
TIIANK \'Ol' SAINT Jude. 3130 
MlllNI(;ItT MOON n.Y me away to the bright side 
or the moon and meet me on the other side. Weaver. 
Jt2S 
TIU: TOWN CRIEn says: ''Bring back the Birdman! 
Where 11 our birdman? 'fhts yertt we will be--· 
birdlels!" 3125 
m:Ail n;, tn:AR n:: ~II people \\ho had a good 
old-fashioned time having run kicking J. flash in the 
pa!Hs-hold off for another week because :!ten it'.ll 
really be his birthday. Many sorrows. 3125 
2. Lost & Found 
Ci.AlM YOUn LOST pomslions at Campus Pollee 
8:.00 n.nt. to4:00 p,m. dally. tfn 
3. Services 
(;tJI1AR LESSONS, INSTRlii\U:NTS, repairs and 
rentals. MARC'S Ouitnt Ccittcr, 143 Hnrvnrd S.E. 
i(,S.JjfS. tfn 
tYPING 111M st:u:crntc 255·3337. 3tjl 
c;overed 
Slf'agon 
Makers of Handmade 
Indian Jewelry 
OLDTOWN 
TYI'ING • rAST • ACCliHAn; • Rc&sonablc, 
t'~1seue Transcription, 247-2l83. 3126 
H'I'IN(;·I.'HOFESSIONAl. Ql!ALI'I'\' pronto at 
1\.inko'Pronto; TI.C' at no ~xtrn ~hargc. We will edit. 
K I', ~JIZ Central SE, across C:callral from Popejoy 
Hall. tfn 
A· I T\'I'I!;TS-TEI!M papcn, rcsumes299-8970. 
3131 
I'ROH~'iSIONAI. TYI'ING. REASONAIII.E. 
htcmivc sc(retnrial experience. IBM Selectric Ill. 
299·62~(1 or 299·2676. 417 
Ql'AI.ITY TYI'ING. LOMAS-Tramway Area, 299-
135~. 4i I 
T\"l'l!liG; t:XI't:I!IENCEI>, UEASONAIII.E, 
competent. U1ing correctable selectric· 15 type styles. 
296·6299. 3130 
I'ROH:SSIONAL TYPING llY Englinh MAeditor. 
Vall expcrieiJcc 1\ith dissenMhlnS, paper~. Editing 
;nnilablc. 266-9550, 4112 
I'I!OH:SSIO!IIA L TYI'ING BY English MAtedltor. 
Va<t experience with dissertations, papers. Editing 
available. 266-9550. 4112 
TUTORING IN FRt:NCH native speaker. Call 883· 
8129. References. 3126 
ACCl'UAH:TYI'ING 883·9625 evenings. 3/26 
T\'I!ING I'UOFF.SSIONAI, QliAI.ITY, Typeright, 
265·5203. 4/2 
24 ll()liR TYI'ING. Call881-0628 after~pm, Jean. 
4/16 
I'UOf't:sSIO!IIAL TYPING St:R\'ICE. Reasonable 
rates. 888·3109. 3125 
•:XPERIENCED TYPIST. f'AST. crficient, Will 
type anything .. Call892-6271. 3/3 I 
4. Housing 
IIIGII STREET At•AnTMt;Nrs, Starting at SISS, 
S65 depolil, mellow living. 242-6030,881-9004. 3/30. 
Ttn; CITADEL-SUPERB location ncar UNM and 
downtown, Dus serv.ice every 30 minutes. I bedroom 
or efficiency,. rrolll S220. All utilities paid. Deluxe 
.kitchen with dishwasher and disposal. recreation 
room, swimming pool, TV rooin and laundry. Adult 
couple., no pets. 1520 University NE. 243•2494. tfn 
f'Oit Rt:NT; EH'I<;If:NCY apartment, 1410 Girard 
N.E., SillS/mo., all Utilities paid, $100 security 
deposit. Fully furnished·sccurity locks and laundry 
facilities. No children or pelf. Please call bdorc 6:00 
in the ~vening, 266-8392. tfn 
rOR RENT: EFf'ICIENCY Apartment, $120; I 
bedroom, $150. Swimming Pool, beautiful view or 
golf course. Clr;>sc to UNM and TVI. 1313 Wellesley 
S.E. 256·7748. 3/31 
IIAU' IILOCK UNM deluxe one bedroom twin or 
double S2JS includes utilities. Varsity House, 141 
Columbia, 268-0525. 4/5 
ROOMMATE; SIJAUE 3 bdrm, 2 bath house in 
Sunlct 14cighis (SE}, $140/mo. plus !lz utilities. 266-
0485, 277·2505, Davd. 312S 
u:n:RAGE VOUR RENT into a spacious four 
bcdr11om house. If you ~rea graduate studcrll looking 
for more than a place to hang your coat call 26S-0835 
evening• and weekends. S I 50 plus utilities. 3/25 
IIUILDEU'S PROili.EM. YOU gain brand new 2· 
bedroom 1000 square root house, single garage on 
Amhurst S.E. Callllob at Best Built Homes for more 
information 888-4128. J/26 
sn: IT, LOVE it. UNM area 2 bedroom, small 
study, fireplace, screened porch, beautiful yard, 
Sir;>rm windows, garge enclosed. $415 includes water. 
266·1079. 3126 
A SI'ACE AGE $175.00 House. Blks to UNM. 
Privately fenced. Sun Rentals. 262·1'151. J/26 
Al'l'S & IIOl!Sf:S available. $80.00 and up •. Kids, 
pels no problem. Call Sun Rentals. 262-17.51, 3/26 
t:f"FICIENCY AND ON~: bedroom apartments, Sl45 
and $165. Uiilities paid except clcctrldty. No pets or 
children. 1410 Central Ave, SE. Apt.14 Manager, 
3129 
Bf:AUTIFUI., LARGE NE m:IGII1S hOme in 
foothills needs two roommates. 277-6317, Craig. 
3/31 
ONE III.OCK t'ROM campus; one bedroom adobe 
With fireplace, $250 plus D.O. and utilities: 293•5602. 
3/29 
A OEAI., m:T Sin furnished 3 rooms and bath, 
very clean in downtown area. i5S·l26S. 3/29 
•·nt:E UTII.ITIES, QUU:T altractive efficiency 
furnished, SI9S/mo. Cozy, good ncighborhMd, ncar 
UNM!shopplng and park. 255·3265. 3/29 
ATrRACfiVf: ONE llt:DROOM apartment near 
Cnndehitia/Carli~lc. Clean, carpeted, fireplace, dish• 
washer, patio. Lease rlexiblc. $200 plus utilities. 268· 
4488, 293-8777. 3129 
n:MAU; ROOMMATE FOR partially furtlished 
twt><bedroolll apartment. Ridgecrest area. SI2S per 
nwnth utilities paid. Nadine, 268·811.t. Evenings. 
l/30 
r-.-........ -. -. -. --. -------4. iii ;-"-T.:il~~"AI~ I I J;~';1~ ~~t~.'''· \ s· . . 1 I 1 . '' ,,,, · . · CJrv · pec1a . , 
1 two slices of cheese pizza & I 
1 small soft drink 1.40 1 with coupon, today only I 
, 127 Harvard S.E. I 
L ........ -...!, ~!} ~~.,S~r!!,-- ... .J 
Enclosed Please findS 
HOIJSEI\tAn: WANTED: GOOD location, near 
UNM, washer/dryer. $110.00 plus utilities, .256·7127, 
898·8730. 3/29 
n:nY .LAUGt: ONt; bedroom apartment !tear 
t'nrlisle/Candelarla. Fireplace, carpet, drapes, 
ltorage,lnundry, $210.00 plus utilities, 888·3000. 
3/31 
ROOM·MA n:: SIIAUE 2 llR 1.100 plus 52 ft. house 
with Mcd. Sci. graduate studc11t. Fireplace. Garage, 
Good (NEJ neighborhood. Walk to North and Main 
o:unpum. $140.00 plus V< Ytili!ies. 277·4415. 255· 
0321. 3/31 
IIOL'S~:t'tft\T!'·ClnAU SHIUE!IIT. North valley J. 
bedroom home. I \<l acre, tre~s. $141.67 per month 
plu< s.s. deposit. 2/3 utilities. Call a.m. or p.m. 
Pamela or Bobbo. 345-9453. 3/31 
SMAU., PRt:TTY, ONt:.. bedroom house. 2!91'1: 
Cedar St. NE. C:all after 10:00 a.m. 242-0652. Near 
UNM. 3/26 
5. For Sale 
COl.EMAN CANOt:, IS foot with motor mount, 
S32S.OO. Cal1298·2134. 3/30. 
1976 K7AOO KAWASAKI ·low miles, excellent 
condition. !.ike new. $900. Evenings and weekends 
242-3002. 3/26 
IIIKt: CARRU:R, OUTDOOR eqUipment, Portable 
stereo, 268-0658. 3/26. 
PEUGEOT 12 SI'EEDS, 23 inc~, 4 months use, $170, 
268-6947 afler7:00 p.m. 3/30. 
MOTORCYCLE 1978 MOTOGUZZI IOOOSP. 7000 
miles excellent condition. Weekdays 277-3757, 
evenings and weekends 294-563!. 3/26 
1980 VW RAIIIIIT, low mileage, air conditioning, 
amfm radio, 4 door hatchback. 884·8322. 4/2 
1981 KAWASAKI 440LTD perfect condition. Free 
shieldS 1400.00 883·4074. 3/26 
56 CHEVY 4 doorS 100.00 complete or will part out. 
Call after7:00 p.m. 873·0372. 3/26 
LEVI'S LEVI'S SII.SO Men's and Ladies overalls 
$13.991 Lady-Foxy drresm $15.99, Blouses form 
$3.50, Painter's ieans 59.99, Sa.<soon Designer's 
S 19.99, Many-more items at equally low prices. 
California Fashion Outlet 2324 Central SE corner 
Central1Cornell266·6872. 3/26 
1980 'YAIIIAIIA XS8SO OS Special only 7000 miles 
shaft, luggage rack, show room shatpe $2300. 884• 
9598. 3126 
POTTERS WIU:F.L ELECTRIC or foot worked. 
Good condition $250.00 26l·6152. afted:JO. 3/26 
JIONDA MINIBIKE 3000 miles, good cOndition. 
$300 or best orrer, 294·8119. 3125 
1980 IIONDA CM400E motorcycle. with luggage 
rack, sissy bat, engine guard. St 100. 292·2325. 3/29 
TRAK WAXU:Ss CROSS country skis, used twice. 
$100, ncW••$50. 898.,4455. 3129 
LOOKING fOR 1965·1973 El Camino or Ranchero. 
277-3129. 3/31 
IIERTIN-CJI llspd.; 57em. Jtamc, perfect con• 
dillon. Many extras. $350.00-orfer. 277-4415. 255-
0321. 3/31 
1978 VAMA HA XS400 Excellent condition. !.ike 
new$925.00 247-4299. Ask for Rick. 3/26 
A.K.C. UEGiSTERt:n CIIOW-CIIOW puppies. 
lllack, Have shots. S300.0088J.82S9. 3131 
6. Employment 
•:ARN $20·$30 RAISING funds for ACORN this 
Saturday. Call247-9792 from 9:00.3:00. 3126 
I'EACE COUPS IS looking for individuals to serve in 
developing countries, R.N.'s and Math·Science 
teachers, especially needed. Your college degree or 
two years run time Work experience required. Call 
UNM's Peace Corp Rccruiier at 277·2961. 3/26 
JOIIS! STUDEi'<'t PART and full time jobs 
available. Guaranteed. Skilled and Unskilled. Call 
today. Sun Jobs Inc. 262-i 752. 3/26 
JOUSt I'ARTIME NOW, fulltimc summer. S640 
monthly. Phone lOam to 12 noon only, 292·7679. 
3/29 
WORK-STUDY S'TUU.:NTS free anytime between 
to a.m. and 4 p.m. apply N.M. Union Food Service 
ornce, 3/26, 
PART•TII\U: JOil afternoons and evenings. Must be 
2t }'cars old. Apply in person, no phone calls please, 
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, SSI6 
Menaul NE. tfn 
UN !\I 
Surtuncr Sessions 
in Spain & 1\lcxico 
june 7 - July 16 
t'NM tottrlc' und i:tc<lit hi l'tllil., St>llllhh l.ttll• 
l(<ia~c & Litctllhlrc. Offitl' 11f lnll'>'o~:ttimuol l'rll~· 
nuu• 277 .. fii:J~. 
API'I.ICATIONS ARE NOW being taken for 
positions at the Girl Scout summer Camp in lhe 
Jemez Mountains. Nee!led are: Nurse, ri~ing staff. 
counselors, handymen and klchen ni([es. Call 243· 
9~81 ror more In formation. 4/6, 
7. Travel 
IIACK FROM SI'RIN(i IJreak lll1~ yearning to go 
asnin? Sa~ !there. t fn 
8. Miscellaneous 
20°/oOFF BOOKS, records, baskets, etc, with tl1is ad 
throughAprillO. J3irdsong. 106 Girard SE. 4/9 
WIIITEWATEn RAFTING ON Rir;>Grandc and Rio 
Chama by Wild water, Rafting E~pcriences, 266-9721. 
4/S 
HAVING TROUBU; t'INDING new music? Replay 
.Records carry the latest selections and cxcessories, (I· 
shirts, badges, etc,), 43S Guadalupe No, 6, Santa fe. 
3129 
VISA • MASTER<;ARDS ISSUED quickly! No 
credit check! Guaranteed! Free details. Send self· 
addressed, stamped envelope: Credilline Oox 334· 
AY, Rye, NH 03870. 3/26 
n:ACIU:Il·I'RINCII'AL WANTS to house sit or 
exchange June-July 1982, Excellent references 662· 
7692, eveninss672-3BS I, afternoons only. 3126 
9. Las Noticias 
SAY YOUH NOTICES here. tfn 
THE S11JI>ENT Vt:TER~:N's Association will hold 
thdr meeting for the month of March on 3-30-82 in 
the Child Care Co-op at7:oo p.m .. Mesa Vista Hall. 
3/30. 
UNM BAU.ROOM I>ANCt: Club willlllcet friday 
night 7:30 in IOC sun llallroom, The free 
mini-lesson will be on Cour1try Western. two step. 
Admi!tnncc for non· members is $1 ,00; a membership 
for the rest of the semester is $3.00. 3126 
. ·~ .... ~ .... ~ : . -~;~ 
!The PROFESSIONAL typing servicE!' 
In the UNM communitY - TypArt. 
15 years e><perlence In typing, editing, 
writing, pUblications. Full knowledge 
of APA and Turablan standards. 
Special attention to grammar, spelling, 
punctuation. Fast, clean work ort 
IBM Selectric Ill's. 10% off for pre· 
typed copy. Typesetting, graphics 
and the finest up-to-date resumes. Call 
262·1865. Behind Architecture build,; 
lng at lOS Stanford SE. . .· w' :·; 
b: 266-8409 Q:) 0 
c.. 50% 0 <( -o () 
a:: DISCOUNT IT1 z 0 on all Hair -I ~ LL. Services at 
__. PETE'S r-__. z 
<( PLACE f11 u 
- . . -- -
'¥2 PRIC.E· 
\ . . - .. . 
Books • Magazines 
• Records & Comics 
Magazines 
from 
1897·1981 
EVERYTHING 
Always 
V2 Price! 
Back Issues • Collector's 
Comics • S.F. • Magazines • 
Paperbacks • Collectors 
Recorc.Js 
112 PRICE BOOKS! 
Central At University 
Phone: 842·0624 
TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 
1 Salver 
Slnsect 
9 Strike 
14 Hindu god 
15 Fragrant 
plant 
16"0n--
Boat. .. " 
17 Article 
18 Mira or nova 
19 Old pronoun 
20 Pastry 
21 Temperature 
indicator 
23 Sadder 
25 Hasty 
26 USNA grad. 
27 Ballet bird 
29 Gnome 
32 German 
region 
35 Move around 
36 Asian boat 
37 Adjoin 
38Satiated 
39 Rip 
40 Tennis shots 
41 Deserve 
42 Law systems 
43 Result 
44 Dessert 
45 Buff 
46 Cleo's maid 
48 Tennis 
games 
52 Raptures 
56 Night before 
57 Order 
58 Discharge 
59 Cast 
60 Pattern 
61 Bare 
62 Corrals 
63 Rhone feeder 
64Consumer 
65 Head: Fr. 
DOWN 
1 Cruises 
2 Quotient 
3 Asian ruler 
4 Menu item 
5 Launders 
6 Mutate 
7 Tower 
8 Hairdo 
9 Officer's 
valet 
10 Ruins 
11 Glided 
12 Key 
13 Pitcher 
TUESDAY'S 
PUZZLE SOLVED 
21 Antler 
22 Perorate 
24 Sleeps 
27 Tablet 
28 Sagacious 
30 Solitary 
31 Fashions 
32 Healthy 
33 Black 
34 Split into lots 
35 Ack•ack fire 
36 Antler part 
38 Tactless 
42 Containers 
44. Chesspiece 
45 Pipe-
47 Kitchen tool 
48 Derisive 
49 Quay 
50 Occasion 
51 Intuit 
52 Oar: Pref. 
53 Commotions 
54 Bill of fare 
55 Ratites 
59 Choose 
